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Analysis of transcripts – initial stages of Ferreira’s 2006 study        
Field visit 1 -14 November 2003 

Focus group 1 – 11 Participants 

 

Researcher: the talk that there was… somebody was stoned and there 

is a fear of being harmed when you disclose and that keeps them from 

disclosing and then other people that do disclose – it’s easier to 

support them.  But then also I think there was the idea that… how do 

you support somebody with HIV/AIDS?  What can you do? What can 

you do physically?  What can you do emotionally? And also what can 

you do…uhm… probably for social support to link people? So I don’t 

know if there are… 

 

Participant 9: Okay… what I know if you have information, let’s say 

you have an advanced – you must know what you are going to talk 

about… the information… because sometimes they will ask questions 

and you must know that you are going to answer all those questions. 

And if you don’t know, if you don’t know a question – you must tell 

them, no I don’t know this – otherwise I will be caught out and find 

out… And you must be patient and you must be organized… You must 

be flexible.  Because most of them are very touchable, you see.  If they 

are very touchable, sometimes they don’t want to talk about this.  They 

don’t know that you know that they know… even my brother he is HIV 

positive and his girlfriend and by the time they heard the news, he was 

so surprised and so worried, but after that he don’t want to talk about 

that – he forgot about that… we told ourselves life must go on… and 

they don’t want to talk about it all the time, because by the time you are 

talking about this all the time, you get scared – it is as if you are scared 

then.. You see, and if… the way that you are going to support them is 

the way they must take care of themselves.  Because if you know the 
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diet, I like you to eat is… But if you support them in a group situation,  

let’s say here at school… I can’t just give the child, let’s say food, 

spinach / special food - here at school they are eating bread and milk, 

sometimes bread and jam.  But I can’t just give them special food, 

because there will be stigma. They will ask – why are they eating 

special foods?  We want to give them the support, but how are we 

going to give them the support? 

Researcher: The children specifically? 

 

Participant 9: Yes, the children specifically.  Even in the community… 

even in the community if you can go to give them food parcel…  Why 

those houses? 

 

Participant 2:The other people will eventually find out and ask - Why 

are you just giving those people this?  Why aren’t you giving other 

people also? Why are doing this? 

 

Researcher: It is also the concern that you don’t want to label children 

and families by treating them differently. 

 

Participant 9: Yes, yes.  We want to support them, but we don’t know 

the way to support others. 

 

Participant 4:I want to say that, let’s say my brother or my sister is HIV 

Positive – we as a family don’t have to give him or her something 

different – we must eat the same thing at the same time, knowing that it 

is okay for his or her condition and not something different from us… 

 

Participant 3: I like to differ from them, because even if you’ve got 

diabetic… even if you’ve got cancer – the menu, even in hospital, are  
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different because you are ill.  You know the situation, you can not put 

yourself at risk.  Even those HIV people, if I know that someone in my 

house, say my husband is HIV positive and I’m not HIV - I have to cater 

for him… Even the children that is HIV, you have to cater for him… 

Unless the problem is where there is a denial.  As long as they are not 

going to disclose it, they are going to suffer. Because I cannot suffer 

giving my child the diabetic food because I’m diabetic… 

 

Participant 10: my child… This evening he is with my mother.  My 

mother is a diabetic.  We cater for… because the porridge he is 

suppose to eat, must give him energy, supplements…  

 

participant 10:So, it must be totally different – not unless you are 

making a full meal for the whole family… otherwise, you go an extra 

mile for the HIV people.  Because they must get the supplements and 

all the vitamins they can get, because you want them to survive.  If you 

are going to give them whatever, whatever, you are not prolonging their 

lives… 

 

Researcher: But I’m also hearing two things.  I’m hearing one that is in 

a family, so within a family where there is already disclosure, but there 

can be differences because the family knows.  But maybe in a school, 

or in the community, where you like to be there for the people, but you 

don’t want to label them to be different… 

 

Participant 10: But I think even here at school, my idea that I want to 

share with my colleagues here, is… Like if the mother of the child, or 

the people concerned, can come to us and say - okay, my child has 

AIDS… That people wants the child to be given support… So we must, 

if we are going to give the support, we must also say to that parent… 
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we must change our attitudes here at school.  If we are going to cook, 

maybe maize, we give them with soap…  Those little ones… because 

in a classroom situation they will see that this one is suffering…  

 

Researcher: They know… 

 

Participant: They will know that this one is suffering.  So we must…. 

(kan nie hoor) here at school… But the consent must be given to us.   

 

Participant 3: Sorry – can I get in? Okay.  If we can see, this whole 

situation is revolving back to disclosure… And if there is someone, like 

you have said, some who didn’t come out with this, it is difficult to give 

them help, but those who talk about it – it is easy for anyone to help. To 

show that the most that got denial, the only thing that we know is what 

we heard other people talking about them and you see them in clinics, 

you can see the symptoms of this because we are all educated.  You 

could see the symptoms and know that this one is suffering from this.  

Even though you cannot tell them, that is the denial situation.  Some of 

them… like a woman in our church – she is dying because we cannot 

give help to her because each and every time we go there to visit and 

pray, you see… What is the use of praying for something… Because 

I’m sure that if she’s in denial with us, I’m sure she’s in denial with 

God… If you say God help me with this, you must tell what it is you 

need help in…  Then what is happening – you could see the 

symptoms.  All of the symptoms were there.…. Is the fever… Even in 

the working situation, there are some colleagues.  We heard about 

them.…. We cannot go to them, they are not yet ready to talk about it.  

Because they know their fears.  Even if they can die, we cannot say 

that they are dying of this, because it could be TB… Even if we are 

able to help them, we cannot.. The only people that I see most  
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of them that are talking, are those who are illiterate…  Because I’ve got 

a parent in my classroom, but nobody knows – it’s only myself, there is 

a child who has been raped… And I could see the symptoms to a child, 

but I couldn’t say anything.  But the parents came to my classroom 

saying that the symptoms were coming like this and when I asked them 

when are you taking the child to the clinic – they said: For what?  The 

child was raped.  You understand now it hurts me… And they prayed 

and they prayed and they prayed.  Because I said: Oh Lord, this is a 

child.  She didn’t do nothing – please help her.  As a result now, she is 

doing very well now.  It’s like I know…  Because that’s why I have to go 

outside and ask for help for that child, so that I can help that… And the 

second person who disclosed to myself, and nobody knows about it, is 

a parent whom I had a child to, and you could see the parent is very 

sick, the symptoms… And the parent said Maim, I don’t have to hide 

anything, I’ve gone through to some of those groups and you could see 

myself … And I said to him pray because you have strength and I’m 

sure you are going to be okay, because I can see that you have faith 

and you are strong.  But what I am going to do, I will take care of your 

kid. 

 

Participant 9: Okay, I’m going to talk about myself, about my home.  

As I told you, my brother is HIV positive and practically it is not easy if 

you are staying with that person, you see… He told us that he is HIV 

positive, but as I told you that, after that we are not talking about that, 

you see… We are not everything, we are not going to talk about that.  

Even if I have HIV, I won’t say: why this person is not disclosed?  

Because this person did not disclose him or herself.  Because I know 

that if it comes to me, it will not be easy – because we have fears if 

they are going to chase me out, you see… out of their lives.  It is not 

easy, it is not easy to talk about this, but in the family you have to tell 

them.  
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What I am saying is that people are different, people are differing.  My 

brother is very angry.  He is a… what can I say… he is not one that will 

say don’t do this because I am ill, he will say: Hey! Leave me alone! I’m 

living my life! You see, leave me alone! It’s not easy.  You want to help, 

but you can’t help because of his anger.  If you are talking to them, if 

you are talking to him – he will say: leave me alone! I’m living my life. I

will say, no I’m going to die, though we are all going to die.   It is not 

easy to say: don’t do this, do this and this.  And sometimes, and 

sometimes they are getting that payment, they are getting that grant, 

that R780 – with that money, they go out and spend it.  In liquor – they 

are enjoying themselves with that money.   

 

Researcher: What grant is that? A disability grant or what? 

 

Participant 9: But that R780 is too much.  That is supposed to be 

enough to buy food…, but they are misusing it, you see.  Because they 

say: it is my money and I am going to do with whatever I like to do with 

it.  And some people now, they are looking for the HIV person so that 

they can share the blood, because of that money.  Do you understand 

now what is really the problem?  That is why I say to them it is like a 

joke, you see…  And now they are sharing the blood, you see… 

 

Researcher: So they say, if I understand right, that they also want to 

be infected so that they can also get the money? 

 

Participant 9: And then when you ask them what did you do with your 

money, they will say why don’t you get HIV – this is my money, I’m 

HIV… Why don’t you get HIV, this is my money! 

 

Researcher: So he says it’s my AIDS, it’s my money… 
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Participant 9: yes… it’s my AIDS – it’s my money… 

 

Researcher: This is new information for me now.  That you can get a 

disability grant now if you have HIV/AIDS… 

 

Participant 9: And I’m sure the government can change the style and 

give them a full bursary of money… and they will abuse that money… 

 

Participant 7: The government…that they could support themselves… 

(sukkel om te hoor) so that they can get the food they should get… 

 
Participant 9: It would be better if the government could make food 

parcels… and that R780 is enough for that… not to give them money – 

they can buy anything they would like to buy…  

 

Participant 11: I would also like to add on that.  Sometimes the reason 

for the disclose is because of the money.  They disclose… but has not 

yet accepted … And then someway somehow the government will get 

confuse because of the statistics.  Because now what happens – if I’m 

HIV positive and I go to…… with my blood and I give… so that 

everybody can get… And now the numbers are going up, but it’s only 

one person that is HIV positive… 

 

Researcher: But why do they want to test so many times, if… 

 

Participant 11: … to get the grant…  

 

Researcher: Now I’m totally confused.  One blood?  But can’t they 

see… 

 

Researcher: But don’t they ask for an ID or something? 
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Participant 11: No… so that is what is happening 

 

Researcher: So you are actually saying that the statistics is wrong… 

 
Participant 11: That is the reason why they disclose… 

 

Participant 10: The clinics are not following the procedures correct; 

because they are suppose to get full detail of that person… 

 

Researcher: And ID number… 

 

Participant10: Yes, and ID number… and they are not doing that. 

 

Participant 11: As a result now, what is happening now with this 

grant… sometime in October it was stopped because the numbers 

exceeded the… And they see this fresh person, waiting to get the 

money… 

 

Participant 10: But now I just want to say that once I was saying that 

they are afraid in their homes, to talk about this thing.  If you are 

strong… if you are strong and you are counseled, you are suppose to 

talk about it so that that person must belong to you… 

 

Participant 9: Aa-a – I want to correct you.  No, no… I want to correct 

her on something I said… In my house we don’t want to talk about it, 

because my brother becomes angry, he becomes angry.  If he is not 

angry, we can talk about it, but when you correct him to do this, he will 

say to me: leave me alone!  I’ll do what I want to do.   

Participant 10: That is why I am saying that the whole family must go 

for counseling so that they can see that I am not at school anymore but 
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my family is supporting me.   For if you don’t, if you don’t talk about 

something that is eating you in your family - what are you doing? You 

are supposed to talk about it, even if it is going to hurt somebody in 

your family, you must talk about it… 

 

Researcher: You mustn’t try to avoid conflict? 

 

Participant 10: Yes.  Because, my brother too – sometimes he 

becomes angry and he is taking medicines from somebody we don’t 

know.  Then we ask him what is this medicine for and he say 

somebody said: it helped me, it helped me.  But then I say to him: no, 

what you are going to take is the medicine that the doctor say you must 

take.  Not everything that somebody said is helping him.  If somebody 

is giving you the medicine, saying this has helped him, come to us and 

show it to us – we want… So if you are strong and you are 

counseled… 

 

Researcher: Where do you go for counseling? 

 
Participant 9: Unlike my brother, unlike my brother – my brother is an 

heavy weight… I don’t want to be kicked by him… 

 

Researcher: So every family will be different… 

 

Participant 2: Even if your brother becomes angry at you and say 

leave me alone – that’s also a form of denial… That is something you 

must talk about.   

 

Researcher: There’s also a personality…  
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Participant 8: That’s right.  You have to change the diet.   But if you 

want to give a special dish for him, he won’t eat it.  You have to change 

the… 

 

Researcher: The lifestyle? 

 

Participant 8: Yes, the lifestyle… 

 

Participant 10: Sometimes you have to eat the food… even if you 

don’t want to… 

 

Participant 1: There is something that I’ve noticed… in funerals, they 

don’t want to talk about this.  They don’t want to say this person has 

died because of this or this… As a result, if maybe someone have just 

said that he was HIV positive, maybe other people…  don’t want to say 

it at funerals.  They will just say it was something from TB or something 

else… That is … It is not easy to talk about this, to say this… 

 

Participant 10: That means that we must change our community, we 

must change the communities. 

 
Participant 7: Here at school, we don’t want to say they have it.  I had 

a parent in my class who died.  I called her and she came in.  She was 

very sick – she said she had… or she had flu and that she doesn’t want 

to go to the doctor.  I said you must go to the doctor and you have to 

be tested.  She said no, I have been tested.  There’s nothing wrong – 

it’s just this flu.  She said no, I’m going to be fine – but she was sick 

and as a result she died.  Not having gone to the doctor.  But this is the 

problem… but her child is still in her class – she is still alright.   
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Researcher: And who is taking care of the child?  

 

Participant 7: There are aunts and uncles that are taking care of her… 

they don’t want to go and take the tests – even if the child is sick now.  

They don’t want us to get in, because if we get in, then we see and we 

can help and advice… Then I’m sure we could make a difference, but 

they don’t want us in… Because they will not tell us if there is a 

problem and come forward… 

 

Participant 2: They don’t tell us… they don’t disclose and their health 

goes down, because they don’t tell anybody that they are HIV 

positive…  And then they don’t eat right, because some of the people 

they don’t want to disclose and go for help and find out more about the 

disease, you know… Like what must I eat to boost the immune 

systems and things like that… That’s why they don’t want to disclose, 

they just go on for a couple of years… 

 

Participant 1: There is a teacher here at our school, she is having a 

child in her class.  She could see that the child was suffering, she know 

that this child was sick… Until that child was admitted to hospital and 

then the parents came and said that she was HIV positive - that is why 

I am saying that parents don’t want to come and tell us what is 

happening… 

 

Participant 5: Another thing is.. what I am seeing, is that the kids 

needs counseling – for they need to go for different sessions.  Even 

with us educated people, we seldom see psychologists – we believe in 

general practitioners.  When we get ill, we must go to the doctor.  We 

don’t use psychologists.  The only time that they get the counseling, a 

little bit, is when they are told about the results… Then, before they are 

told, they get just a little bit of group counseling… Another things is,  
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with the doctors now, they are making use of this grant.  They are 

doing what they say is … in order for them to get expensive medicine.  

You know what it frustrates one more is when it is said that no, …….. is 

too low then even this medication is …. killing this person.  This is 

number one.  Number two – in some areas it is said that you have to 

be on a certain stage in order for you to get that grant.  You just… let’s 

say I’ve been tested and I am HIV positive, I won’t get that grant – not 

unless I’m just nearly to be fully blown.  Then I will be able to. 

 

Researcher: So, you have to be very sick to be able to get the grant? 

 

Participant 5: Exactly.  You must have a history of you going to the 

clinic, seeing that you are at this stage then this stage and then it is 

quick with the clinic.  But if you go to the doctor, ugh… And that 

medication is dam expensive and the unemployment rate is too high – 

they cannot afford it. 

 

Researcher: Where do the people go for counseling? Because L, you 

spoke about counseling for families, but you say there is not a lot of 

counseling and E there said there is also a need  for counseling.   

 

Participant 10: Okay, let me help her.  If you want to go for 

counseling, if you are a family… you don’t want to listen to people.  

You take your money and go for counseling or you go to a clinic… 

Because before the tests you get the prior counseling and then, after 

the test, the whole family is included.  Because that is why I say you 

are going to be strong if you are going for counseling.   
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Researcher: So that is actually – the counseling we are talking about, 

is situated in the clinics by the nurses.  And the social worker you 

spoke about the other day? Does she give counseling? 

 

Participant 10: If you are using medical aid, or you can go and pay 

money… 

 

Researcher: Did any of you have training in counseling? 

 

Participant 10: No, not in counseling. 

 

Researcher: Had any one of you have training in HIV/AIDS 

information? 

 

Participant 11:Yes, I have. 

 

Researcher: By the Department of Education? 

 

Participant 11:Yes, by the Department of Education. 

 

Researcher: Okay.  And is there something special you have to do in 

the school then, based with that HIV/AIDS knowledge? Is there a 

special task assigned? 

 

Participant 11: I am supposed to teach the gr6 – gr7 …  

 

Researcher: So it is a life-skills training? 

 

Participant 10: But it’s not just about that – there’s more to it… 

 

Participant 11: It’s not just training…  
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Researcher: Yes.   

 

Participant 3: Okay, what I want to say is: As long as there is going to 

be denial, because the counseling is done before you get… prior, 

before you get your results.  But if you don’t have a denial problem, it is 

easy for the doctor, your own doctor, to help you.  Because if you can 

get to our GP’s, it is written boldly that if you’ve got this and this is 

this… So you’ve got the chance to talk to your doctor.  How can your 

doctor smell… How can the doctor smell that you are HIV? It is up to 

you to tell the doctor – Doctor, I’ve got this problem.  Then the doctor 

can tell… can take you to do all those things where you find out that 

you have got HIV.  It is your duty to tell your doctor.  Even if you don’t 

tell, you are not ready to tell your family.  Somebody who is going to 

counsel you – yourself, you see…  People doesn’t know about this, 

especially those who are illiterate. To come to the denial situation.  If… 

Let’s go back to what I’ve said about the parents.  If the literate, the 

people who are educated, have got a denial problem, what will happen 

to those who are not educated?  So we cannot say that the parents 

they don’t say anything – it happens even to us, those who can 

understand this things.  So it will be difficult for them, unless we people 

who understand about this things, accepting them.  Then it is easy for 

them.  You can go to that parents - look, I’ve got this problem.  You 

think I’m educated, we are all educated in this room about HIV.  I’m 

HIV.  Talk to me so that I can help you.  Is doesn’t happen to those 

who are educated.  What about those who are not educated?  We 

mustn’t take blame to the parents.  And the parents sometimes can see 

you… on your attitude to what you are talking about.  So you must 

check even the attitude…  It’s like when I talked to her about her 

brother who is aggressive.  It’s a symptom of denial that 

aggressiveness, because he is not yet ready.  He has not yet been 

counseled, you see – that’s why he is so…  One day here at school, 
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there was a lady – a lady who was working with...  He came to school 

with another lady who was HIV infected.  He called us at staff and that 

lady, **** had a nice body, … is almost dead now having that virus.  

She has got a child, but you cannot say anything about ****. **** was 

going to be sick for a long time, unless she got counseling and was told 

about her eating habits.  And when ****addressed the kids, she asked 

the kids what can you say about myself? And the kids said: nothing – 

you look beautiful, you are pretty.  She said there’s nothing I don’t 

know about myself – I’m HIV positive.  And ****- I’m sure God is going 

to bless **** and she is still going to have 20 years - she is still working 

there and there are many more.  If you can switch the radio, you can 

hear about this.  Coming to the disclosure at the funeral - you cannot 

talk about death certificate, because at any funeral there are not a 

death certificate.  Let’s put the death certificate aside.  The doctors 

said, like you said in the beginning, you’ve got pneumonia, you’ve got 

TB, when you see the symptoms.  It’s up to the family, and even the 

family – there are two things that make them not to disclose.  It is 

difficult to disclose on a funeral situation, once the wife is left behind.  

Because now I have to disclose upon my husband and I’m not yet 

ready – we are married.  Then my husband died and then, on his 

funeral, I cannot disclose if I’m not ready. Because it will to affect me 

worse.  You can disclose about your child, knowing that he is not 

married so that you can teach other kids, but it differ on how you take it 

to strange…  

 

Researcher: That’s right. 

 

Participant 10: That’s why I say that the community workers must be 

well trained – they must talk about this. If the community… The 

community is about parents, it’s about everybody.  If the community is 

well groomed in this, even in the funerals – you  
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can just say this one died of AIDS.  Whether it is my husband or 

whoever, as long as we have courage in this.

Participant 2: The problem now is that the one who stays behind, is 

going to be labeled by his own people, do you understand? 

 

Participant 10: No, what I’m saying is that before this happens or 

whatever, we must as a community educate ourselves about this, then 

there will be no stigma.  

 

Researcher: And where will the education come from? 

 

Participant 10: Education must come from people who are trained. 

 
Participant 4: Coming to that, I think that we as a school, as teachers, 

it is our responsibility to call the community to train… 

 

Researcher: If I just hear what you are saying already, you are pretty 

much trained.  I can see where you say that it sounds like some 

counseling skills are needed.  But you are all well informed, you know 

about lifestyle supports and all sorts of things – you are already well 

trained in HIV/AIDS. 

 

Participant 3:To get back to what I’ve just said.  I’ve jumped to them.  

It was 2002 when I got pregnant.  Then I got to the gyno, then I went to 

the gyno.  Because when you are pregnant at the 8th month you’ve got 

to go for a blood test. But I couldn’t remember myself taking blood test 

during those 8th month.  But I do remember myself, when I was close to 

8th month, the doctor gave me a list that I must go to 4th floor.  And I 

told my colleagues.  Then I took this list – I like to read.  Because what 

I remember, when a teacher in the olden days could give you a letter, 
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you will take it to another one and she will spank you.  When I took this, 

I was so pregnant.  Then I took this letter from the doctor and I was 

going to the 4th floor and something said: Read the letter!  And when I 

read the letter – HIV!  And what strike me was my husband who had 

the affair.  And when I got to the lifts, I stopped there and asked myself 

to which floor am I going to? 4th floor.  And this thing I was holding like 

this.  And you know the doctors write lists like these – HIV…  So what 

are they going to do with this big tummy?  And about myself?  Why 

didn’t he tell me earlier?  But now look how…  And when I got into the 

door, I could see a very thin nurse with a small face - a lady with legs 

that are just like sticks.  And I said to myself: is she going to counsel 

me now?  And they looked and said why didn’t you…? And I said to 

her: This, what does this mean? And I point to the HIV.  So they said 

no, no – you’ve already done this.  So now you come for the booking, 

for your bed.  And the nurse said; Do you see myself like this?  No, I 

got sick – that’s why I am like this.  I don’t have HIV, but I’m like this.  

And when I talked to S… and others, they said no, they know that 

nurse is like this.  She is sick, that’s why she looks like that.  So, I just 

want to tell you that it is not easy for the first time. 

 

Researcher: Yes, and even you are an educated person.   

 

Participant 3: What happened when I got home, I was relieved.  And 

they said I must give him this letter.  And my husband was teaching 

them.  And I said:  Look what you did with that girl that you got?  I’m 

HIV now.  I’m HIV.  And my husband said: no, no! And I said: That’s 

what you did!  Because I want him to get shocked too, because I got 

shocked.  So it was his turn now, whereas I knew about it.  And then I 

could see tears and I said: I told you, I told you!  And he said he will go 

to the doctor tomorrow and I said to him: Beware of what you are doing 
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beside me – be faithful!  Because I also nearly died.  So, that’s what 

happened. 

 

Participant 9: So now, if you are taking that life cover… I don’t want to 

go and do that blood test, I’ll rather leave that life cover.  I don’t want to 

do the blood test.  For the time being now, I’m still fresh.  If it is 

something that will take me to the blood test, I will say no.   Because 

I’m still fresh and there’s nothing wrong.  And even for those people 

who are sick, even for those people who are HIV positive – if they are 

still fresh and healthy, they will say leave me alone I’m still alright.  But 

when they are very sick, they can do everything because they are…  – 

you can do whatever you want to do.  You can give them a weak 

porridge because they are sick.  But when they are still fresh, when 

they are still healthy, when they are still strong – they don’t care.  They 

can do whatever, they can eat whatever.  They will be serious when 

they are very sick.  Do you understand what I mean?  For those who 

are strong, the life is still there.   

 

Researcher: But do you see - I just want to understand something.  If 

you are… I’ve also been for testing and I’m healthy and all of that, but I 

think it is in our country necessary to go for testing and find out your 

status so that you can know.  How should I be with other people?  

What should I do?  But now you say that you don’t want to go for 

testing. 

 

Participant 9: No, no.  No, I don’t want to go for testing.  I don’t want to 

know my status. 

 

Participant 1: I want to tell about my brother.  This is how it happened 

now.  I was phoned by my sister to let me know that my younger 

brother was sick.  I asked them did you go to the doctor and they said 
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that my brother didn’t want to go to the doctor.  I told them they must 

come and we can arrange for a doctor that will be able to help him.  For 

my brother’s sake because he was in a bad condition.  And then I 

phoned him and ask him how does he feel and he said: Sissy, I don’t 

want to go to the doctor, but I was forced because now I can see with 

my condition I need to go.  He was tested.  He told me he was sitting in 

the passage… I was shivering, I was laughing of fear - because the 

way I was scared to hear the results.  I was shivering because I 

thought the results are going to be positive. 

 

Participant 5: He’s a teacher… 

 

Participant 1: Yes, he’s a teacher.  But fortunately the results were 

negative.  That is why I am saying – It is not easy, even if you feel that 

you are sick, to go for the test.   

 

Researcher: But there’s a sense… Why do you think one should go for 

testing, even if you are healthy? Why is it necessary? 

 

Participant1: Because sometimes when you think you are healthy, 

you’ve got this.  You must go.   

 

PARTICIPANT 9: Most of the ladies know their condition when they 

are pregnant.  Because they are forced to be are tested.  Do you 

understand what I mean? I don’t want to hear while I’m still alright.  I 

will be forced to go there to be tested. 

 

Participant 10: That’s why I want to come back to what I’ve said.  If we 

educate a community, then no one will be afraid to be tested. 

 

Participant 11: But how are you going to do that? 
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Researcher: Okay, let’s talk about that, because that is a very good 

question 

 

Participant 11: We are supposed to lead by example.  Because what 

will happen is this, and what the government has already started, is for 

teachers to be tested.  We are suppose to be the ones who are first to 

say I’ve already done it.   And the reason why this thing is going up and 

up, is because everything is always done late and then I’m already HIV 

positive.  We have to start by educating people – what are the causes 

of HIV/AIDS, what happens after you find out. And we are supposed to 

be ones doing that.  Once I was told that, I was watching out and I was 

telling myself I was failing my community.  And after that I tried to talk 

to them.  But the problem is – people are not serious.  And what we 

have been saying about people not disclosing at funerals – there are 

no need to disclose that.  Because you see, even in this place, AIDS is 

not a disease, so you won’t say that person died of AIDS.  They will 

say it was TB… But what you are supposed to do, is to try and 

persuade the people to change their lifestyles.  That is the best thing to 

do. 

 

Researcher: Yes, and you can even do if from here.  How can you as 

educators, here at school… Some examples? 

 

Participant 10: If we are not suppose to get permission somewhere… 

if we are not suppose to get permission from somewhere, we can do 

this.  We can do this.  Like I think we must contact health workers first 

to come here – we must contact health workers to come and help us 

here at school.  From there, the principal or the management of the 

school, are suppose to make means that we can use our school as a 

center. 
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Researcher: Yes?  Explain – that sounds interesting. 

 
Participant 10:The management must allow us to use the school to 

reach this.  The community must not see us as educated people, they 

must see us as people that want to help the community.   

 

Researcher: And also friends who want to help the community, but 

also people who have infected families and also knows someone that 

are infected with HIV/AIDS.  Some even being infected themselves.  

So, not to be strange outsiders… 

 

Participant 10: Because we are affected here.  Mrs ……….. is having 

a child, mrs…….. is having a child.  The teachers, the school is having 

these people, you know.  And this in affecting us. In order to support 

these people, we want to help you as a community.  I think we must all 

go and do this. 

 

Researcher: Yes, and I like your idea of getting the department of 

health… to get your school as a center of health and I love the idea of 

getting… Who else can you also get involve at school? So it is you, 

community members, it’s health… Who else? 

 

Participant 11: ATTIC 

 

Researcher: ATTIC – what’s that? 

 

Participant 10:AIDS Training … 

 

Researcher: I will search it on the internet.  The NGO’s, and who else? 
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Participant 11: The workshops that the department always invites us 

to attend… at the NGO’s… 

 

Researcher: Okay.  And what NGO’s are there in this community? 

 

Participant 9: I don’t know.  We are not sure.  It’s only the 

counselors… 

 

Researcher: The counselors. 

 

Participant 10: But I think we can get the people who own shops here 

as our… If you can go and talk to them, because the people’s needs – 

they cannot manage them on their own.  Because they have got the 

money, they can help the community to get to those needs.  I think so.   

 

Researcher: And what about faith organizations? 

 

Participant 3: Even if we are doing this thing, it was said on the 

television that we must also include the reverends and the priests and 

all those people, because this is where most of the people meet like at 

the churches.  Because the problem with the churches is they hide 

these things as if they are not happening.  But they are still there.  

Because they don’t want to talk about sex.  They must invite nurses, 

like at our church we invite nurses to talk about AIDS.  We invite 

nurses to talk about the diseases, like herpes and all those things.  It is 

very important that the churches must also be involved.  Coming to 

what she has said, before doing anything, we also need workshops.

Because when we are going to these people, we must be able to 

answer.  We must be able to help, to say this, this and this. This is the 

way to do this, this is the way to do one and two, or one and three.  

Because this people don’t know nothing about this.  
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Researcher: I just want to understand something.  Do you mean that 

you as teachers want to give those workshops, or do you want to 

receive the workshops? 

 

Participant 3: We want to receive the workshops first, so that we can 

give. 

 

Researcher: And who do you think should provide the workshop 

training for you? 

 

Participant 3: Okay.  If the ATTIC or the department, not to take one 

teacher from the school, but to take all the teachers.  And at the 

workshop it will be so nice to talk about these things, because it is 

going to happen in our schools…  They’ve been to… 

 

Researcher: Cosatu? 

 

Participant 3:USAPT– Union of South African Provincial Teachers It is 

two different parties – both are for teachers.  What is happening, they 

went to those… Now they came back and as a result, the day when 

they made the report it was like a workshop.  As a result now, they said 

every teacher should receive these workshops. It is so nice to deal 

with this, because they make everything so clear for me when we were 

there. But it was a short time.  They said they are going to make more 

workshops so that we can go the communities and apply back what we 

have learned. 

 

Researcher: Now I also want to know, we have actually spoken a bit 

about the children and we have spoken a lot about adults.  The bit we 

spoke about children was while you said that you want to be careful in 

your classes, you don’t want to distinguish this child from the other 
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children.  And the other one was that sometimes the parent comes, it 

doesn’t sound like always, but sometimes the parent comes and 

discloses the status.  What else do you think… In your school at the 

moment, is there a system to identify the child who has HIV/AIDS or… 

 

Participant 3: No, no.  What that lady was saying about the food that 

was taking place, we heard of another school – that’s why he raised 

that point. 

 

Researcher: With the growing of vegetables? 

 
Participant 3: What they were doing at ………, they… those people 

who have HIV/AIDS, they are giving them a special diet.  They are 

doing everything for them, and as a result they are well… That’s what 

we heard about them. 

 

Researcher: But what about… I remember, B I think it was you that 

said on Friday, that there was a child that collapsed from hunger in 

your class. So what about the idea of not only providing nutrition for 

HIV/AIDS children, but for most of the school, because most children 

will benefit from nutritional food. 

 

Participant 2: But all those children get food, it’s just the brown bread. 

 

Researcher: But that’s why I am saying – the brown bread is one kind 

of nutrition.  How about having a vegetable garden and then most of 

the children… 

 

Participant 2:… can get something from it. 
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Researcher: Yes.  In our country unemployment is such a problem.  If 

there’s no work, there’s no money, there’s no food, you get hungry 

children in the schools.  So if we cannot only distinguish children who 

have HIV/AIDS, or who are orphans… If we can work with all our 

children and say many of our children are vulnerable – let’s not label 

some.  Let’s try and… 

 

Participant 10: I think you are a blessing in disguise by coming here 

and give us talks about this, because I think the management of the 

school must change its policy from today.  Because here at school, the 

pupils that are getting the feeding are the gr1’s up the grade 3’s, while 

the whole school are suffering.   

 
Participant 2: It’s the policy of the department to say only those 

children should receive… 

 

Participant 10: But what about internal?  

Participant 2: Yes, that can maybe happen.   

 

Researcher: Sorry, what are you saying M? 

 

Participant 2: I am saying that the management must… No, the 

departmental policy cannot change, but now she is saying that maybe 

we can do something internally, here at school.   

 

Participant 1: I was sent to a meeting, because I’m… and it was said 

that from next year, no…   As a result we are having a certain lady who 

is coming here, she is going to see management.  She is going to do 

some facilitation about this issue.   
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Participant 11: Not to the management? 

 

Participant 1: No, she has come to the management first.  She will 

invite others to… I’m trying to say that from next year it’s not only going 

to be bread…  

 

Researcher: And also as from next year, it will also not be the 

Department of Social Development who helps with the provision 

scheme, from next year it will be the Department of Education. It has 

shifted from the one department to the other department.  But what I’m 

also hearing here is that 1) there’s the confines, or the boundaries of 

what government says and what the school policies are.  But I’m also 

hearing about this other school you spoke about (What’s their name?) 

– they say that policy says this, but what can we in the school do?  And 

maybe when you said we must also get community members in, or this 

person who stays in the house who can help with the garden.  If there 

is so much unemployment in the community, to get the children and the 

community to work with that garden. 

 

Participant 2: Some of these children, they just come to school to get 

a piece of bread because there’s nothing at home.  Because there is 

nothing at home. 

 

Participant 10: And sometimes they cannot help for not having money, 

we must use them to help in the garden.  Instead of taking their kids 

away, we must tell the parents to do work for us. 

 

Researcher: Those who can’t pay school fees… 

 

Participant 10: They must rent their services here… 
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Participant 3: I want to get in here. Those vegetable garden – it’s only 

the seeds that are needed.  Rain are coming from Above to make that 

to grow, you see.  So everything that is happening, God is happening 

by purpose.  Because there are this disease, and most of the people…   

this virus are depending on greens.  Greens are coming from soil, soil 

that can be done by people who are illiterate.  So what we need to do 

is to motivate, because if we can go outside there is a lot that we can 

do, but you can see a lot of grass and weeds.  Instead they will see the 

cabbage, or the spinach, or the vegetables. The parents need to be 

motivated.  And the other thing that I want to highlight to you – do you 

know what is killing our nation?  Is the confidentiality of this thing, this 

pandemic - being HIV positive.  Because ever since it was told that it is 

confidential,  because no one knows about my status… And you can 

see I’m a bit fat and fit, and any man could see a fit person out of 

myself.  But because of confidentiality, knowing my status, I could 

easily accept your proposal – knowing that I’m HIV positive.  Knowing 

that it is wrong.  Because what is happening, even in our community - 

people are so stupid sometimes.  Because why is this thing easy now – 

it is easy to go to you and sleep with you.  Why don’t you strike in your 

mind why is it easy now?  Even those people who are still okay, it is 

easy for them to say yes, yes, yes.  Yes is like good morning, good 

morning, good morning.  Knowing that at the end of the day, they will 

be 10 like this who will die – knowing that I will not die alone.  That is a 

thing that is killing our nation, that I am not going to die alone.   

 

Participant 10: Okay, on that issue.  That is why people who find out 

that one has AIDS, and accepted my proposal and slept with me, 

become angry.  Because you know your status, you are suppose to 

say that I’m infected.  Say I love you, but let’s use condoms.  I want 

you to be responsible – that’s why people are killing each other 
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because they don’t want to be responsible.  I don’t want you to have 

this. 

 

Participant 2: They say I don’t want to sleep with her with a rubber 

on… 

 
Participant 3: They say: do you eat a sweet with a paper or do you 

want to eat a banana with the peel on?  So they want me to meet and 

that’s where the problem lies.  Even if you know your status, you have 

one particular responsibility of condomizing.  Even I have to be honest 

enough to tell you take it or leave it - I’m HIV positive.   If you want me, 

put a condom on – if you don’t want me… If you could see on the TV – 

a man that has got an affair and that women, her parents told her you 

can’t go on like this. They have got 5 years – the man is HIV positive 

and the women negative.  Because they were honest with each other. 

 

Participant 5: I also want to say that it also goes back with us to our 

culture.  In our culture it is said that a man can’t sleep to one person.  

And it will be difficult for myself after twenty years saying to my 

husband – let’s use a condom.  The very first thing is: Why?  So it is 

easy for me to be infected.  Even if I can be as faithful as...  It is not so 

easy… 

 

Researcher: So you are saying that in your culture it is okay for a man 

to have more than one partner? 

 

Participant 5: Yes. 

 

Researcher: Although some have spoken about it, it is a no.  So you 

can be in a marriage for twenty years and now suddenly if you say 
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listen I want to use a condom and he says why, you’ll have to stick by 

this tendency…  

 

Participant 5: It also leads to something else… 

 

Researcher: And one is also trying to stay away from that conflict.  

 

Participant 10: If the man has come to the push where he is unfaithful, 

you must separate – because I don’t want to die.  I want to see my kid 

when they grow.  You must go separate - you can’t just get the disease 

for nothing. 

 

Participant 3: To add on what she is saying, but it is not an issue, it is 

not an excuse.  It is an excuse because it will not happen to… The 

married man know he is married.        But even if you could see your 

husband is not faithful, it is alright to say no - let’s check again.  It’s 

coming back to: why don’t you go for the test again?  To those people 

who are unmarried, they are doing it purposely.  Because if you are not 

married, it is your duty to say take it or leave it.  To the little ones who 

are still at school, it is their responsibility to say take it or leave it.  It is 

ABC – its either you Abstain, or you Condomize or B, I don’t know the 

B… 

 

Researcher: Be faithful 

 

Participant 3: Be faithful, yes.  So, it all comes back to us.  I cannot 

say I know my husband is moving around and I say okay, take it.  No, I 

must tell him: no, my life is also in danger. 

 

Researcher: Are you also saying that women should learn to be more 

assertive?   
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Participant: Yes. 

 

Researcher: I also want to know… 

 

Participant 9: I wonder how many of us here are saying to the young 

ones: no, let’s use this.  Because you are not ready at that time to… 

you know… If you say to your husband okay, let’s use a condom.  We 

always say so, but we are forced not to use it.  But you know that he 

will go out, you are not ready in your marriage… You are not ready for 

a fight and you are not ready that your marriage are going to fall apart.  

You give him what he wants, because he is your husband.   

 

Participant 10: But what about the consequences? 

 

Participant 9: You will suffer, you will suffer.  And you are not yet 

ready for your marriage to fall apart.  How many of us… how many of 

us here use the condoms? 

 

Participant 1: I want to reply by saying right enough; it is not easy to 

say you want a condom.  But now if you can see that your husband he 

is unfaithful, now you have got the right to say that you want it.  It is 

your right! 

 

Participant 7: I want to talk about this denial.  I have a friend, who is 

married and has HIV, and the husband doesn’t want to use the condom 

and now she is HIV.  I’m sure the husband is also HIV now.  She tells 

me he does that.  

 

Researcher: What about we talk about the woman who doesn’t want 

to, or it’s difficult for a woman to ask for a condom and to be assertive 

with other things, because we don’t want to cause trouble in the 
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marriage.  But what about… I’m thinking about the children and (almal 

praat gelyk)…………….. And these children are going to stay with the 

aunties and uncles, “ouma’s and oupa’s”.  What do we tell our children 

in communities when we are HIV/AIDS?  Do you know if parents talk to 

their children about HIV/AIDS?  Do they talk to them about when they 

are going to die, and about where they are going to live?  Who will look 

after you when I die?  Will you get this house? Do the parents share 

information? 

 

Everybody: No.   

 
Researcher: Okay, let’s take one at a time. 

 

Participant 9: Let’s come to point of this – Why HIV positive woman 

become pregnant although they know that they are HIV?  And they 

don’t want to terminate the pregnancy.  Although they know it will… 

Everyday we are talking about the orphans – a lot of orphans, but they 

still become pregnant although they know that they are HIV positive.  

Do you understand what I mean?  

 

Researcher: Yes, I do. 

 

Participant 9: Why they don’t accept to terminate the pregnancy? 

 
Participant 10: I think the answer there is this – they want to proof a 

point.  They want to proof a point.  You know what?  If you are HIV 

positive, and you said to that one or even if you didn’t say it to him – 

you want other person to know that, even if they see how tired are you, 

you want them to know that I am not HIV.  I am going to proof a point 

that I am going to be pregnant and you will see my child, although the 

consequences will follow. 
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Researcher: So it is denial? 

 

Participant 10: It’s denial, its denial!   

 

Participant 11: I am also going to say that they don’t get pregnant to 

proof a point… (almal praat gelyk) And secondly, it’s against the law to 

terminate a pregnancy………..  It is not that they want to get pregnant 

to……. (almal praat gelyk) 

 

Participant 1: It is not a question of ……. 

 

Participant 10: Even then, even then if you are not HIV and then you 

become pregnant, you are tested and you know your status now is…, 

you can terminate the pregnancy because you are not going to… It is 

not okay to see when a child is sick.  If you go to this hospitals, their 

parents are dead already and now the child is suffering.  But again, 

because I’m not responsible or I don’t want to be responsible, I get 

pregnant.  Why?  It’s denial.   

 

Participant 5: Again to what you are saying.  I’m going back again to 

say cultures play an important role, because our parents don’t talk with 

us about sex first of all.  They don’t even tell what are the 

consequences.  They are still continuing with that.  Even with us here, 

right here, we don’t even know if our parents had the will or what… The 

only thing that is happening is that we fight when they are dead.  We 

fight about the house, because nothing is being said to the children – 

absolutely nothing.  You just go out and find out yourselves. 

 

Researcher: I just want to find out something.  Is it that most parents 

do not speak with their children about HIV/AIDS or death?    
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Participant 10: But I think there is no need, there is no need. 

 

Participant 3: What is happening now, is that we are taking the blame 

to our parents.  Now the parents are us.  I’ve got a 16-year old, she’s 

got a 21-year old.  This century is another century, being us as parents. 

What are we as parents going to do with our children?  Because most 

of our parents died long ago.   

 

Researcher: Do you talk about sex with your children? 

 

Participant 9: Yes, but not in a… For instance, I’ve got 2 children - the 

one is a 21-year old and the other one is 18.   When I am talking about 

sex, I said to them… I talk like this: If you have many girls… You see, I 

shout - I don’t talk to them in a formal way.  I say: if you have many 

girlfriends, you will see my dear, you will have HIV – you will have 

AIDS.  I will be out of that, you will see.  That is the way we are talking 

to them, we don’t sit down and talk to them in a formal way with detail.  

I am talking about me. 

 

Participant 4: My children are still like this and this, the one is 5 years 

(showing small)… 

 

Researcher: I want to tell you something that happened to me.  This is 

also a disclosure from me.  We had a daughter, and we thought we 

want her to be aware of things in life from a small age.  We talked 

about everything and we call everything – we say a penis, and a vagina 

and so on… So that she can know that this is what happens.  Because 

what do we do? We say: my child, this is your tummy, this is your hips 

and we skip… Then once we were at Kwazulu Natal for a holiday and 

my daughter wants to go and play with the “maatjies” next door.  And 

she said: mommy I want to go play next door.  But we thought no, we 
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don’t know the people.  And we want her to be careful, so we told her 

to be careful and not to do this, and this and this… And at the end I 

said to her, okay – you can go and play there, but nobody touches your 

vagina.  And she runs out of the door and she screamed: mommy said 

I can come and play but nobody touches my vagina!  And I was so 

embarrassed!  But now I know that my daughter is 5 years old but she 

knows.  So 5 years is old enough.  We don’t start at 14 or 35… 

 

Participant 9: If I have condoms, I just go to their rooms and put it in 

their wardrobes. I don’t tell them here at the condoms, I just take the 

condoms and… I don’t want to know what they are doing when they 

are busy, you know.  But what I did – I just take the condoms and put it 

in their wardrobes.

Researcher: So it is still a secret? 

 

Participant 9: Yes.  I can talk with other kids, but not to mine.   

 

Researcher: And what do you do? 

 

Participant 1: I just talk to them when they start showing, then I’ll say 

you must talk with them. 

 

Researcher: And then, what do you tell them? 

 

Participant 1: I just tell them that if you go with a man, you can get 

pregnant (praat baie onduidelik)  

 

Participant 10: They are saying that communication is the best policy 

for our homes, but we don’t do that.  But now, a word of advice.  Kids 

are seeing these things on TV, but they are naughty because they want 
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to proof it on their own bodies. And its carelessness - even if you talk, 

they just want to do it. 

 

Participant 2: You know, even here at school we have sex education.  

But we are not trained on how to answer these children’s questions,

and I understand there are teachers for that.  So I think we need to get 

some… how to approach these kids at school, because all that we 

know is ……. what we hear and things like that. 

 

Participant 1: I was for training………. But you know, you can’t even 

look at them….. She didn’t want to explain it.  So it’s for us to be 

trained. 

 

Participant 11: I just want to know.  In……….. we’ve got different age 

groups.  We’ve got the little ones, then around 10 and then the bigger 

ones.  So, some of the information is catered for the older ones, so you 

cannot just give it to all of them.   

 

Researcher: Yes, it has to suit the age group.   

 

Participant 9: And even…….  And I will give lessons to a specific age 

group, because these younger children like to go to their homes and 

say mrs…….. has done this and this and this. 

 

Researcher: Okay, so you also need the parent’s consent? 

 

Participant 10: Yes, you need the consent. 

 

Researcher: It’s a good thing we are coming in January, because 

there’s so many things we have not talked about… 
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Participant 3: I just want to say.  Like my daughter asked me one day.  

She was 14 years, now she is 16.  She asked me when is the right time 

to get involved.  And I asked her where did you hear that.  And I said, 

okay one day will…. Uh!! One day? One day is too far!  And I asked 

her why do you ask such question.  And she said that I got a form from 

school that I have to fill in and discuss everything.  And I said to her 

show me your form.  And she answered the form and wrote that age 16 

is right to get involved.  And she answered that herself, you see.  And 

that shows that even at school they are talking about it, you see.  Even 

us as parents, we have to ask them why, so that you can be involved.  

Like what you were doing by talking about the vagina and the penis – 

it’s not like this with us.  Even when we are washing, our kids used to 

look… 

 

Researcher: No, but it’s the same with us.  My daughter has a hard 

time at school - the teachers called me in to say do I know that my 

daughter are saying these words.  And I said I know and I will tell the 

other children also.  So it’s something that many cultures struggle with.  

We don’t want to talk about it. 

 

Participant 3: What we were saying - we as blacks… We said to a 

vagina is a cow.  But how can it be a cow if it’s between your thighs?  

We want to make a child a fool.  But they think how a cow with horns 

put his head between your thighs?  So then we they talk about men 

they say puti – you don’t tell him, but when he ask you say all men 

have got this.  Because look at the 3-year old when she saw the 8-year 

old – “my, my – come and look at this”, and was pulling…  Because 

she could she that hers was not like his.  And we didn’t say anything 

about it, but she could see it was not like hers.   
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Participant 10: I think when you come back again, you will see the 

difference.   

 

Researcher: Now, that sounds interesting… 

 

Participant 10: Because we will be up to the principal to… What is 

going to happen?  We want to save the community. 

Researcher: And also you can’t leave everything for the poor principal. 

 

Participant 9: No, in our school it is like this.  The parents, the 

community, came to our school before and asked the principal if they 

can plant there and we can have the veggies, everything, you see.  But 

the principal said no.  So that’s why… So we are going back to the 

principal now and ask him to accept those parents to come back and 

plant here at school, because it will help the teachers. 

 

Researcher: And then it must be in the interest of…  

 

Researcher: And you must remember this must then be for the school 

and not for themselves. 

 

Participant 9: No, even if it is for themselves, it will be fine.  They will 

give us… We.. they will donate what they plant, you see.  We will get 

something from them.   

 

Researcher: But it must be first for the school and then… That is what 

I’m thinking. Because maybe if the parents will feel that they are doing 

something for their children, it will make sense to them. 
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Participant 9: No, if we say they can plant for us here at school, they will come 

and steal. They will come and steal. But if you say they can plant for them and 

then we’ll get something, maybe a quarter… 

 
Researcher: I understand what you are saying. 

 

Participant 9: Then they will not come and steal, because then they will steal 

their.  Maybe if they will come here and plant for the school, they will steal. 

 

Researcher: Okay, I think we need to wrap this up           so that we can go on.  

And thank you – I think we will definitely continue this discussion in January. 

 

Participant 9: Are we finish now? 

 

Researcher: No, we are not finish for today.  We are still going to do the posters.  

But I just wanted to say thank you for this information that you shared.  And I 

think you didn’t only share information.  I think you got some ideas of what you 

are going to do.  And that’s excellent. 

 

Participant 10: If it wasn’t for you, we wouldn’t get the ideas… 

 

Researcher: We did it together. I think we can take a break for 5 minutes and 

then come back.   
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Field visit 1 - 18 February 2004 
 Interview 1- 1 

____________________________________________________ 
 
Participant: First of all they must know what you are talking about 

so that if they ask questions you can answer them.  If you don’t 

know you can say no I don’t know, and come later with an 

answer, you don’t just talk talk talk.  You must have got a full 

information – first of all. What I like, the importance of spiritual in 

holistic care, emotional and spiritual – you have to give them 

emotional support. You can give them spiritual support because 

when they can help you into the trauma for the family and for 

themselves 

 

Researcher:  okay, but you are saying that you feel, to train the 

teachers on how to deal with this trauma, of assisting the person 

that’s been identified 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher: okay 

 

Participant:  you know when a person come to you, for example if 

your friend come to you telling you the first time he hears the 

news, or she hears the news, what are you going to do, are you 

going to cry, what help are you going to do, in other words what 

are you going to do 

 

Researcher:  so the initial, assisting with the shock 

 

Participant:  with 

the shock first of 

all, with the shock  
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Researcher:  with the shock first of all, train teachers to help 

say parents and to the community members and even 

children? 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  on how to deal with the shock 

 

Participant:  for instance in my classroom I’ve got a child, 

XXX, 8 year old girl, I must give .., when I am at home I 

always think about here, I want to give her hope, I want to 

give the support spiritually and emotionally. She likes to cry, 

she likes to demand something you know.  Sometimes early 

in the morning she doesn’t feel well, she doesn’t want to 

work, as a teacher what must I do 

 

Researcher:  so how to handle it when the child is infected, 

so how to handle the infected child in the classroom 

 

Participant:  and that last trauma 

 

Researcher:  how to cope with it on a daily basis 

 

Participant:  for instance the pupils in your classroom you 

treat them as your own children, like a member of my family 

because he’s a child of my heart of the children in my 

classroom, so that’s why I said the child that is in your 

classroom, treat them as your own and now even when I’m 

at home I felt there’s more that I can do, I want to do more.

You see I want to do more, what can I do today for XXX, you 

know 

Need for training 
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Researcher:  and you don’t know how? 

 

Participant:  yes but I felt there’s a lot I can do but I don’t know 

what, but at the school I just went to the principal and told the 

principal that I saw this child, and I want to call her parents, her 

aunt because her mother is already died and father.  And I went to 

the principal, the principal wants to see XXX, so that she can know 

what is happening at school you see, as an infected child, I want to 

know about the grant, about the social worker and I hear that 

they’ve moved.  

 

Researcher:  just now before you forget, it’s better for if the mother 

and the father of the child has died already, it’s better to apply for 

the grant for HIV care than it is to apply for the grant to adopt the 

child, through foster care, because with the HIV kid care you get 

more money, so it’s important that those, the care takers, not the 

parents, the caretakers must not apply for the foster care, not apply 

for the grant, they must apply for the HIV grant.  You must tell the 

guardian that because the HIV grant she’s going to get R700 with 

the foster care grant she’s only going to get R400 so you must tell 

her that she applies for the HIV and disability grant, then they will 

test XXX and they will see she’s HIV positive and she’ll get the 

R700 grant.  It’s a little bit more money than the R400 so you must 

tell her that 

 

Participant:  okay, what she did, thank you for that, and that is what 

she wants to know, that is why we want to go to her house, we’ve 

been told that we can know, what she did (the social worker), there 

are some people that you can phone and tell them the problems 

you see.  What .., it was last week or that week, when the social 

workers came to XXX’s home and they bring food and they  
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tell us XXX can get a grant you see, an HIV grant, that’s the 

disability grant.  So this was last week when they said they must 

go, her aunt must go and get the grant, maybe the grant is already  

there.  I feel happy of what I did you know, what we did as a whole, 

not me alone and the principal like all these ladies. But what about 

the other children and it feels a bit little we’ve got a lot of children 

here that are infected, and now we are moving here with, we are 

going to deal with .., we are going to deal with so much sick, as I 

told you that if your child is infected or whatever or what .. or a 

member, you are traumatic too, you feel traumatic, it’s a trauma, 

you live in the trauma that is why I said you must know everything 

.., the importance of spiritual support and what you want to know, 

HIV and the meals and how it is and it’s not because sometimes it 

can happen like that.  If you have the time you will not want her to 

come next to you, do you understand what I mean, you don’t know 

and now we must know that we must help all the children but this is 

confidential a disease like this, but that child is in the classroom, 

there are a lot of children that is next to her. What are the children 

going to do with the children in the classroom because the child is 

in the classroom, you see and now you have to teach other children 

what they must do and not to do, you see, not that you are going to 

tell them that so and so is infected 

 

Researcher:  if you are, I understand it – do you want to take it to 

be changed so they can tell .., teach the children in their class what 

causes it, if they have a child in the class or a friend on how to 

handle that 

 

Participant:  how to handle it, how to handle it you know, and all the 

time they must know the disease, this disease you see and how 
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it is and it’s not spread, you know, even us teachers we are not 

really sure what we know you see. You see sometimes you can 

feel scared you see. 

 

Researcher:  because you’re unsure 

 

Participant:  yes, it is like that and there’s a diet 

Researcher:  so information on what type of diet HIV people should 

follow 

 

Participant:  yes and the role play counselling, as a teacher you are 

a counsellor, with this you must know how to do it 

 

Researcher:  okay, would you like any training to do include a 

session on the role play of doing counselling? 

 

Participant:  yes because sometimes you are not going .., it can be 

not easy to go and get psychologist you know, you as a teacher 

you must have a role play in counselling you see, because you are 

here now you see. 

Researcher:  you are in this situation and they trust you and you 

must be able to mobilise  

 

Participant:  yes, that’s what I want to know, you see how to do 

..(unclear) and to make, more especially in youngsters, the myth of 

HIV, you see there are a lot of myths you see.  Some as I told you 

before, the time you were here that there are so many myths that 

HIV is not something that is real, you see 
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Researcher:  and there’s still people believing it 

 

Participant:  yes, they like to sangomas and do this and this, they 

like to say there is a calling of ancestors, it’s a myth, there’s a lot of 

myths about it, you must know how to feel, how to tell them that 

HIV is here, ja 

Researcher:  one other myth I’ve heard about is that they say that 

you’re bewitched, they say that you’re bewitched 

 

Participant:  it’s true yes 

 

Researcher:  and how to handle somebody that tells you, but I don’t 

have Aids I’m only bewitched 

 

Participant:  yes they like to say so and more especially in youth.  

More especially in youth and now here at school there’s a lot youth, 

you see, you must teach them HIV Aids is real you see 

 

Researcher:  so in the classrooms almost breaking through the 

myths 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  to train the teachers to do, for example, classroom 

debates so that you can spread the right information and break 

through the myths. 

 

Participant:  yes, you know, and I told you the way in which HIV is 

not transmitted, physical, close tough, and look like you are 

bewitched, they are treated like this but we must know, that is what  
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we want to know, how HIV infection can be prevented, prevention 

of HIV and also how to do support like you must be patient, you 

must know, you must know everything because they are going to 

teach, don’t rush them, don’t rush them because it’s easy for them 

to be emotional, to become emotional you see, you must know 

what you must say and not to say you see, the way of teaching 

them. 

 

Researcher:  so do you mean how to train the teachers how to 

teach about Aids? 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  or about general in the classroom with all the children 

and some children being HIV 

 

Participant:  yes, for instance, for instance, there is a foundation 

phase, and in a foundation phase there are some things that you 

are not going to say 

Researcher:  to say to the child, okay 

 

Participant:  though you want them to know, but it’s difficult to say it 

for the children 

 

Researcher:  how are you going to get the message across? 

 

Participant:  yes, and then it will be better in intermediate, and it will 

be more better later, you see and what else we want to know, the 

resource relief of organisations involved in HIV in PE, you see, a 

resurrection haven, like all these places but when you talk to  
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them you must help them with those organisations, they don’t 

know. Most of them they don’t know where to go.   

 

Researcher:  okay, so you want information on resources 

available? 

 

Participant:  yes, resources ja, in this area, ja in PE, so that you can 

send them there, what illnesses take advantage of the Aids virus, 

there are some TB, and they must know all of these illnesses, you 

know they can take advantage of the Aids virus.  They say with 

preparation of food and maintaining good production you see, 

sometimes they haven’t got the diets, what they must do you see.  

You see sometimes it’s difficult to go and buy, they can plant 

veggies in the garden so that they can get a veg to improvise you 

know, because it’s not easy to go and buy, you see, sometime 

there is no one who is getting a grant it and it will take time to get a 

grant, it’s not easy but if they can plant veggies, you see so it can 

help, do you understand what I mean.  So that we as the teachers 

we want to know  

 

Researcher:  what other possibilities 

 

Participant:  yes, what other possibilities 

 

Researcher:  or to give people access through a diet 

 

Participant:  and what you can do as a community, what we can do 

as teachers to help that family you see. For instance some of the 

teachers bring fruit for XXX, some a banana for the day, or 

whatever, sometimes we give that child something is not good  
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because we don’t know.  The other thing that I need, maybe I will 

bring grapes, XXX to you can have this, I think I’m helping but it’s 

not good for her, it’s not a good diet for her.  The other one would 

bring a cheese and bread with cheese, but maybe the cheese is not 

good for her, but we want to help but we don’t know what if it is 

right or wrong do you understand. So that is why I say the diet, 

they must know the diet because I can bring a lunch for the child, 

but maybe the lunch is not good for her, do you understand. 

 

Researcher:  ja, also teach the parents and the caregivers on what 

type of food must have 

 

Participant:  yes, and what else,we are the care givers, we are the 

care givers because most of the time those children are here at 

school, from 8 o’clock to 2 o’clock, most of the time they are here 

with us, they understand, we are care givers too. Not only the 

family, not only the family or the neighbours, we are the care givers 

too because most of the time they are with us 

 

Researcher:  you look after them? 

 

Participant:  yes, that is why it is a trauma even to us, but we are 

not going to cry, we must be bold, we must be strong for them you 

see, and the family too because most of the parents here in this 

community, they are illiterate, they don’t know you see, so if you 

call them you must know what is there you see.  And the home 

care, the home care for instance there’s this visit to those home 

that are having a problems you see, not that to say at home, to say 

I’m stay, my family stay, you can go and visit them and bring 

anything that you can help, anything, to show that you are with  
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them, you are with them because you don’t know what will happen 

tomorrow in your home, don’t say I’m safe, my family is safe, so 

you can help in there, you feel you can do whatever, visit them, talk 

to them you see.  It’s something that I felt we must know from each 

other and help in the community you know.  But we can think that 

we know, but we don’t know because I’m not trained properly you 

see, we are not trained and we haven’t got any gloves in our 

classes so that if the child here is bleeding you can help him, you 

see, you can help with gloves you know   

 

Researcher:  maybe they should work out numbers that you get, try 

and find out if there’s no organisation that will be able to donate 

gloves to your school 

 

Participant:  ja so that we can – about planning of the teaching, you 

know I want to teach them, maybe the community, the parents 

about the teaching of the community or of the families. I must know 

the priority topics, you see, not just to talk, you know, the priority 

topic 

 

Researcher:  when speaking to the parents.  

 

Participant:  yes, the priority topic, hence those to feel comfortable, 

the way of teaching you know, you must help them to feel 

comfortable so that they will be free, so they can be free, 

encourage them to ask questions and talk – some they don’t want 

to talk, they just want to ask any question, so you must encourage 

them, the family 

 

Researcher:  the family, okay, get the family to get involved in it, 

okay 
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Participant:  yes, if you understand what I mean, it’s not that we are 

going to teach in the school alone, even the community  

 

because we like to call the parents of the infected children here you 

see, we must encourage them to talk, some they are shy, they don’t 

want to ask too many questions, so we must have the ways of 

encouraging them to speak, to ask questions and remember 

whatever, do you understand what I mean, you see to make sure 

you find out the family and the sick person knows, you must know 

what the family or the sick person know or believe by asking 

questions, but we must be sure these questions are not going to 

make them angry, you see 

 

Researcher:  okay 

 

Participant:  It’s a way of teaching 

 

Researcher:  the way of interacting with infected and affected 

families? 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  okay 

 

Participant:  too much information all at once is confusing.  You 

must say okay today I will give this thing 

 

Researcher:  like you said like priority topics 
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Participant:  yes, priority topics for the day, you know too much 

information is confusing sometimes, but we must know as teachers, 

we must know as teachers, you must know as a teacher that today 

I must make this priority of what I want to know, the priority topic 

you see, the information that you want to know, what it is, because 

they will become confused 

 

Researcher:  XXX tell me have you ever received any Aids 

training? 

 

Participant:  no 

 

Researcher:  so the information you have on Aids where did you 

get it? 

 

Participant:  it’s only because, I told Ronel and Lizelle that my 

brother, I’ve got a brother who is HIV 

 

Researcher:  so the knowledge you have HIV comes from your 

brother or where did it come from? 

 

Participant:  no, I just have it, because I’m the part of SADTU, I’m 

part of SADTU, I stay with my brother, now I have to know, I knew 

what they don’t like, do you understand what I mean? 

 

Researcher:  yes 

 

Participant:  I know what they don’t like, I know how I felt by the 

time I received the news, as a family 

 

Researcher:  so you’ve almost experienced it? 
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Participant:  yes, experienced that I am there 

 

Researcher:  and the things about diet, and the things, where did 

you learn that? 

 

Participant:  the diet, sometimes to listen from the radio 

Researcher:  okay, media 

 

Participant: yes, media, radio, television, pamphlets and so on.  

But we haven’t got .. I know that, I’m praying for that workshop,

there’s a lot more I have to know, even to help 

 

Researcher:  how long have you been with the school? 

 

Participant:  nine years now, as from 1995 

 

Researcher:  so you’ve walked quite a long road with the school? 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  thank you so much for all the information 

 

Participant:  okay, thank you 

 

Researcher:  I will now go back, I had interviews with 4 people and 

now I am going to plan a programme and then in April or May I will 

come and give the programme to you. Then I have been working 

with and then you can teach the other teachers, then you can go 

into the communities with your knowledge, so that’s what I am  
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Field visit 1 - 18 February 2004 
 Interview 2 - Participant 2 

Researcher:  Last time you where working with Ronel you decided 

that there is a need for the teacher to be trained on HIV. What I 

want to know is what do you expect form training? I want to go 

home and I want to see if I can develop a program and come back 

to the school and to present it to 10 teachers. So that’s what I want 

to study. And because it’s research, everything you, we say is 

confidential 

 

Participant: ja 

 

Researcher: will not mention your name of the school’s name. and 

you don’t have to do this if you don’t want to. I’m not forcing you 

and you can tell me if you don’t what to do this any more. So I’m 

going to give you a form, that you can read and if you what to you 

can sign it. This form is to say that I told you it’s confidential and 

that you don’t have to do it and you can leave anytime you feel that 

you don’t what to do it anymore. 

 

Participant: Ja 

 

Researcher: I want to start by asking you, you said yesterday when 

we spoke that you know about the children that are HIV positive, 

how do you know they are positive? 

 

Participant: Okay, I’m so much fortunate, because I have a child, I 

would start with, it was last year, this parent had got a child with 

her, but the child was no longer with family then this parent came to 
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me and told me ‘ let my child sleep, I got sick and now I’m not the 

way I used to be, so you mustn’t mind of the child has got problems 

here at school, you must know that I also got some time’ and I said 

‘ why don’t you go to the teacher that child is with now,’ but she 

said ‘ you know, mam I am HIV positive that is why I told you that 

I’m sick’. She said to me ‘ I have got nothing with me and there is 

no way I can get help but I have been diagnosed with HIV’. Then I 

said ‘ I know the teacher of that child, she is the one who’s going to 

take care of you kid, if you have got a problem you can go to the 

present teacher , but confidential’. I also told her that if I can get 

help I will be able to help you but I had nothing that I could do for 

her at that moment in time. I also told her that I wish we could get 

help for her. Then she went to the teacher of that child and talked to 

her, so that she can understand if the child is not well. Then the 

other child, that’s why I say I am very much fortunate. I got this 

child, his parent came to me and said that he is going to the social 

worker. I didn’t know that they were sick, but I suspected that, and 

the reason why I suspected that is when she told me, otherwise I 

could see the sores. So she told me, and he had to take the child to 

the social worker, so the child was absent in the classroom, so she 

wanted me to know what caused the absenteeism is caused by that 

 

Researcher: Alright, you are saying that you only now when people 

disclose. But you saw the sores, and … 

 

Respondant: ja, I saw the sores, like the other one had. But when 

she told me about it, I could not see that’s why the child falls 

asleep. She doesn’t want to say,,, but certainly I do notice them, but 

could you take a means of letting the kid to sleep in the class, but 

after knowing that it’s when I took care of her, in a way to make so 

that the class can not suspect why the teacher now loves XXX, 
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why when XXX feels like sleeping she lets XXX sleep. So I say 

‘okay XXX you have to do work for homework’. And I say ‘ if you 

don’t feeling well tomorrow, tell you mum to take you to clinic. So 

that they have that little bit of help. I don’t know whether its help or 

advice, but I used to do that. 

 

Researcher: so it’s the way you handle it in you class 

 

Respondant: ja I treat them all the same but the other mustn’t 

suspect that there’s something wrong with her. You know the other 

kid they tell you ‘I didn’t sleep well last night but this one they do not 

speak. There is this other boy he is doing grade 2, grade 4 now. I 

asked the boy ‘ why do you to sleep, each and every time, 

especially in the morning?’ and he said ‘ I have to watch for the 

witches when they are coming at night, so that they cannot come 

and fetch me and my grandfather said I must watch for them’. Now 

when the time comes for school it’s the time for him to sleep. Then I 

spoke to the grandfather, the grandfather then explained the same 

thing even to me. It is difficult to control the situation. 

 

Researcher: have you received any training on AIDS 

 

Participant: no 

 

Researcher: but you seem to know a lot with the sores and things, 

where did you get the information from. 

 

Participant: the information I get from the, I like to use the … each 

and every book and even the programmes on TV. As a result at 

home my kids, I won’t sleep if there would be a talk on HIV. They  
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would say “mommy you are so anxious of HIV and AIDS” and I said 

“ leave me alone I know what I’m doing”. The programmes on TV 

helped me a lot, the books. There was a book that the department 

gave us, the department distributed it to all teachers. I used that 

book. I read it a lot.  

 

Researcher: I would like to know, if you have to design an AIDS 

programme, how would you do it? 

 

Participant: through a workshop, what is it all about, know what you 

have to do, the second one, what can we do to help, if there’s 

someone infected, how can that person be helped, at home, at 

school or at work, how can you help that person. 

 

Researcher: You mean things that you can do to support them? 

 

Participant: yes, counselling. I want to attend a course, but the 

department could not send me, because I wanted especially for 

counselling. I know that I can do that. The other thing is education, 

so that some people had got the right information. As I told you …I 

may invite that woman …of the woman’s union. What happened is 

that we had a woman, she is not married, but they are allowed to 

make prayers with them, to do those things with her, now what 

happened she got the HIV – so she had a denial. The symptoms 

they found on her, all the symptoms were there… but I had to say 

to her “I could see that you just cry”, but when you talk to her, she’s 

away from what you could see on her. Because I use to bring her 

prayers there, three or four woman would go there and pray for her.

She would complain of the cold. 

 

Researcher: so cold is one of the ……. 
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Participant: ja, that I’ve got a cold here and I took this cold by using 

Gin and lemon. You see if you say Gin, because it is liquor, it’s 

taking the out the cold. The second thing that she complained 

about, she would say to me or even others, “I’m okay but you could 

see that she is not okay. But the problem is this cough, she would 

say if this cough can go away I will be okay”. You could see 

something was wrong she used to ear a dress size 46 but it was 

clear that she was wearing a size 32. So those symptoms. I told her  

that ‘ how about using …we heard from other people that they were 

helped by Spirulina, the immune booster, I asked her to buy 

Spirulina so that she can boost her immune system”. But I didn’t 

say that the symptoms were telling me that she needs to boost her 

immunity. She was admitted to the hospital, she would even there 

at the hospital, she would cough but she was better that the others.   

 

Researcher: but she thinks…. 

 

Participant: she would say if this thing can run away I will be fine, 

but that is denial. So those symptoms helped us a lot because what 

I was about to do now is to ask I had already asked the wife of my 

neighbour, she had been too, she had been to counselling and got 

medicines that can help the flu that when you got cold you can use 

this – she knows that when your cold you can use this and that but I 

don’t know that because she has been to the workshop and all 

these. So I asked her, because she’s working at P.E., why don’t 

you go to the clinic. Because you are alone when you go there. 

Then she promised that “okay I will go their and I will give her 

something that is helping but she passed away. 
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Participant: she passed away, if she was strong enough she would 

have got her some sort of help. 

 

Researcher: so you think the symptoms are important? 

 

Participant: ja, they are very important 

 

Researcher: and how… 

 

Participant: you know the minute, the causes yes, they are very 

much important but not that much. Like I can get…even if the… and 

honest woman, staying at home having one husband, but I don’t 

know what my husband is doing, the cause might be my husband 

being naughty or sometimes you get sick because you went to the 

hospital long ago. Now what I’ve concentrated on now is what can 

help them because it’s there.

Researcher: and the.. 

 

Participant: because it is already there, we cannot take it away, 

because sometimes we preach and preach for preventing but we 

still have the problem, because the very ways that it comes to you 

it’s the way that the people are, even though they know it’s 

dangerous, but now you cannot make it go away. What can we do 

now that we are here? 

 

Researcher: so you are saying that you would rather spend you 

energy on supporting and … 

 

Participant: ja, but at the very same time, going back to those 

young children, to give them educations, they are going to do  
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it, they must say that I did it knowing very well what the risks are. 

We cannot run away from the importance of it. They go together, 

but now the important issue is how can we help. 

 

Researcher: so you are saying that if you teach the little ones, give 

them the information so that they can teach it to the little children, 

and also to support others. What can be done to support… 

 

Participant: and to add more that, education is very important, you 

mustn’t underestimate these kids. We are supposed to teach them 

on their level because when you think at it, if you are going to make 

it as a subject, let’s say you were going to make it and according to 

the level, that will understand them and come with the information, 

the good that they gives us, they’ve got levels of information on it 

means if you can study at Grade 1, in a school and the subject that 

will in a long run, I feel there is a low rate of HIV. 

 

Researcher: so you feel it should be almost like a subject with 

different levels for different ages 

 

Participant: ja, even if it is just 30min a week. You can teach them. 

You know what there was a lady that came to school. She was 

brought to school by a gentleman who’s dealing with HIV and AIDS. 

Those ladies were infected, and they talked about the sex. It 

worked. I said to my friends, those ladies are not educated, those 

ladies were the ladies who dot infected –anyone who may be 

capable or who had got AIDS educations can help. That’s why 

people are becoming activists, those who are infected, so that we 

can see from them. 
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Researcher: so the knowledge can either come from training or 

experience. 

Participant: but what’s important at the end of the day is a good 

someone 

 

Researcher: and what will you do with that training, you will support 

the people, the parent and the children?  

 

Participant: you know. Like now we are trying to help, but helping is 

like going to a cousin to know that if you have a wound, I must put 

this leg like this, so that you know, but if I don’t know that I have to 

put this leg like this, I will just make everything worse. So if you 

have a child I can keep on talking to her, nothing will help, but if I 

come with  ..”okay why don’t you use garlic” so that your child can 

be helped. You see I give help, that’s the thing, but if I don’t know 

nothing about those things how can I give help.

Researcher: so you want all the teacher to know how to help? 

 

Participant: yes, because we are dealing with kids and the parents. 

Because some times they are illiterate, they know nothing, but you 

know something and when they come to that the teacher knows 

everything. They’ve got that trust that if they told the teacher 

something. But now you feel angry when you cannot help because 

even now when they come to me, I say I will organise a social 

worker, well they know that social workers know something about 

this AIDS, why don’t you….it’s a little bit of advise. But if I knew 

more I would have given her more than an advise. ‘okay now 

you’ve got sores, why don’t you wear gloves and put something 

that will help the sores. The help, literally help that you van give  
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her, physical things that you can give her, not just talk. You can 

give them advise but you need to do more. Like even if we are  

giving them advice, the advise must be a good one, not the think 

that you think can help. But if you know something, suggest “ why 

don’t you have a small garden so that you can plant things” that’s 

good advise because you know that she’s going to plant 

vegetables. But if you say I don’t know what they are using, they 

are talking about nevaropine, it isn’t that easy to get. The problem 

is now. What can she use now. What they need now is what is 

important, sometimes that is going to help her immune system.    

 

Researcher: I’ve talked to you many times; you are doing quite a 

lot. You are constantly watching out for the children and watching 

out for the parents, your friends and family, when you know that 

there’s a person in need you help them. And you also said last time 

that sometimes you give them food parcels and you say that you 

pray for the people and that you visit them. What else do you do to 

help people cope? 

 

Participant: that is what I wanted. I wanted to do more, so I said to 

myself, if I can get educated about this, like a workshop on what 

can we do more. I’m sure the people who know can give us more. 

Like if I’ve got sores what can I use, if I’ve got thrush what can I 

use, because I cannot give them advise because I know nothing  

about those things, although I heard about them but I need 

somebody who can give me surety, when we go to a workshop, you 

know that this thing has helped, now it’s going to help. It is not 

something that I can take out of my mind and take chances with 

people’s lives. I only help that I give is to give support to them, 

support, advice but it’s not enough for me. 
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Researcher: to support the children and others. And give them 

advice on what to do? 

 

Participant: ja 

 

Researcher: how will you tell others what you have learned from 

the workshop, what is the possibility of that? 

 

Participant: of what? 

 

Researcher: of taking what you’ve learnt from the workshop and 

that surety of the knowledge, telling the other people about it? 

 

Participant: it’s easier for us. I am like this, if I can go to a 

workshop, even for me to tell them the way I was told, I’m just like 

that. Even if I can go to a meeting, when I come back form the 

meeting, when you listen to me you will think we were in that 

meeting, I’m somebody like that, and I’m so glad for God gave me 

that gift. So I won’t have a problem even if you can train us and 

they will learn more. You won’t be wasting you time by giving me or 

the other teachers training, it’s where we can help, especially like 

that, I like to talk and if you can’t stop, I will talk continuously, I’m 

truly like that, I like talking 

 

Researcher: you like to share 

 

Participant: ja, I like to share, I like to do all those things, especially 

if it relates to talking. 
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Researcher: apart form helping the community and getting advice and 

knowing what to do, why do you think all teacher should be training? 

 

Participant: because here at school, you know the squatter area. If you 

can think at the courses of HIV and AIDS they are coming almost from 

a areas like these, there’s poverty, unemployment and those things. 

But if you can teach that earlier because these kids are going to be a 

community of the area are going to be the future generation of this 

area, so they will do better than the present generation. They are like 

this because they don’t know, but the little one’s will be advanced, they 

will have better knowledge that the older ones.  

 

Researcher: when designing the program maybe you can think of a 

way to teach other teachers and then it can spread like that? 

 

Participant: that will be good. Thank you 

 

Researcher: thank you also very much for you time and everything you 

do for us driving with us in the community so that we don’t get lost and 

everything is to help others. You have a great heart. 
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Field visit 1 - 19 February 2004 

 Interview 3 - Participant 3 

Researcher:  First of all I want to ask you what type of training you 

have received before.   

 

Participant:  Well, first of all we got a circular from the department and 

we attended a workshop on HIV&AIDS … 

 

Researcher:  okay, tell me the teacher training on AIDS that you have 

had,  who presented the training? 

 

Participant: ish it was many people ATTIC was one of them, but it’s not 

ATTIC alone, but it was the community but ATTIC was organising the 

first week, so the first week we gonna have ATTIC and then the others 

picked up for the department of education 

 

Researcher:  and the training you received there, what was the format, 

was it a workshop or discussions or ..? 

 

Participant:  it was a workshop, there were lots of handouts too, like 

one’s of being infected, like how far do you know of the virus, and our 

first day, he asked us what we want to know concerning HIV&AIDS.  

What do you know as now, up to this stage, what do you know?  What 

do you want to know or more.  Then from there they took us from 

there, then the introduction then they fill in the thing, then they started.  

 

Researcher:  tell me, you are in contact with a lot of HIV & AIDS 

people in the community.  How do you know those people are HIV 

positive? 
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Participant:  I don’t know them, but I’ve got one friend, that was 2002 

neh, like he was saying, now he does confirm to me otherwise, 

otherwise some of them it’s difficult to know up until someone comes 

me and disclose. But, most of them don’t look alright or maybe you 

don’t know. 

 

Researcher:  so you only see a person as HIV person once the person 

has disclosed?  You don’t look for symptoms and say this one I don’t 

know? 

 

Participant:  like I couldn’t believe it, because he was normal as I am, 

healthy all the time, but to a certain stage whereby like the problem of 

him neh, he doesn’t know where to go to look for help, like in terms of 

getting a treatment, like eating even a proper nutrition, doesn’t know 

where to go.  Most of the people that’s the problem, they don’t know 

about those things, they get sick, they don’t know about where to go, 

now you are in this stage, a doctor has told me that you are HIV 

positive, but even most of the doctors they don’t even do like the free 

counselling and even the explaining – they just say we going to take 

your blood, you going to go for blood test, you don’t know what is going 

to be tested and all that stuff, and of which they are looking for HIV and 

when they get it they just tell them you are HIV positive.  And they let 

you go. 

 

Researcher:  what I’m hearing is because the government said that 

they must get free counselling, social grants and food parcels they still 

don’t get it if they go to a doctor.  So what I’m hearing is that the idea is 

although it is policy that they do the pre-counselling it doesn’t really 

happen in reality? 
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Participant:  ja, it’s like I don’t know what is happening with the doctors, 

but I doubt if all of them do it. 

 

Researcher:  I want to talk about the teacher training to support the 

community like we spoke earlier. If you can design a feature 

programme for teacher on AIDS what would be the content, what 

information would you put in that package of the training? 

 

Participant:  basically all the things that I would speak of would be 

around coping through if someone is infected was, that is what is 

lacking mostly; they don’t know how to cope and the caring if someone 

is infected because most of the time it seems nobody accepts it, they 

don’t know what to do, all of them whether you are infected or affected, 

coping to both of them because whether it’s not you, but you’re also 

part it of direct or indirect 

 

Researcher:  are you talking of coping? 

 

Participant:  say for instance, okay I’m gonna go out of this one, but it’s 

the same thing.  If you take, if someone dies in your family, maybe it’s 

your mother and she’s a bread winner and that I’m the child, I’m 

learning at school and then that happens and then the first thing, that is 

my problem who’s going to help me to buy the coffin, and what 

happens because of that loss I ended up going in the streets because I 

don’t know where to go, who to contact, who’s gonna help me now, 

who’s gonna look after me.  That’s why we’ve got sometimes there’s 

lots of street kids, I’m not going to say it’s a short way but at that stage 

I ended up committing suicide because of this, he can’t cope with 

trauma, death, dying, your mother has died and for instance now, most 

of the kids they are in school like to keep this off, people dying with HIV 

and AIDS neh, you know when they look at this, they don’t know what  
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to do, or how to handle it, some may sometimes .., they feel like 

assisting but they don’t know and the risk involved.  So, my training 

would like be around those things, and then the others I would just take 

them but initially I will focus on this coping through, and they know that 

they must know what is it, how to cope with it, how to care for someone 

who’s infected or if he’s like you are the one who’s infected how to 

care, how to take care of yourself, but it’s because .., they are just .., 

even if, if you go like people are buying sometimes some vegetables, 

just buy some medicine in here. 

 

Researcher:  how is your friend coping, the friend that is ..? 

 

Participant:  he died 

 

Researcher:  oh he passed away? 

 

Participant:  he died 2002 he died 

 

Researcher:  and you supported him during the time that he was sick? 

 

Participant:  no it was a problem then, it’s like when his family, most of 

his brothers and sisters were not, they were no longer going to school 

but like even now, so he was the only one who was interested, he was 

a school going person at that time and he didn’t have a father, they 

were only looking for a mother who was also getting sick looking for a 

job, oh there is a job that today I’m gonna come with R50 or R100 

tomorrow, they don’t know, if they get something to eat they don’t know 

what is going to happen tomorrow 

 

Researcher:  tomorrow 
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Participant:  so those things all add up. 

 

Researcher: so the more stress a person experiences while they are 

actually infected the quicker the symptoms? 

 

Participant:  ja, I can agree with those people because in any tragic the 

best thing is the mind.  You do whatever you want to do, so if you are 

positive, in your mind you think positive, and then the better, the longer 

you can be healthy, but the thing with HIV and AIDS, the minute the 

people they hear that I’ve got it now, so they turn to negative saying 

I’m gonna die, that’s why others they use the drugs, like you hear in 

papers they say “I’m not going to die alone” because those feel like 

they have denial, those infected but they need like some sort of 

education – there is to say if you’ve got like you hear the news that you 

got, you have to accept it.  I mean they must .., there’s nothing wrong 

with denial, I had, but the basic thing is you have to know how to cope 

with it because you can’t change, when it comes they say you’ve got it, 

you can’t kill it, as you say we have to accept 

 

Researcher:  In this training programme, who would you like to present 

the programme?  We are thinking that I will initially do the first one, but 

in the future who do you think must present this programme? 

 

Participant:  like a presenter? 

 

Researcher:  ja, but how 

 

Participant:  it’s like their work, they divide into sections, if you are 

dealing for instance with bereavement, that is a section for your course 

in bereavement, it is dying, or if all the three of them you gonna have a 

book, say okay you gonna present that stuff.  So if I’m gonna give  
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people living with HIV today, I have to deal with that bunch only, if you 

are dealing with nutrition you have to deal with nutrition only.  So for 

me, it’s .., if I can have at least a bit of which, which are we gonna go 

to like I was gonna have to touch, we have to touch here and then, 

because they’re specialising, not just specialising, but they are 

specialist, but they are specialising when they are .., because I’ve got 

one that is .., the one that is, specialising with special diet in the last 

section we doing medicine now, that person was also doing that one, 

so anything set on the specialist he’s the one who’s presenting 

 

Researcher:  so I get the feeling you’re saying the person who has 

specialised with a specialised knowledge must present that specific 

thing 

 

Participant:  ja, that specific thing.  For instance otherwise, it’s not a 

problem, even someone if can be able, I’m saying in terms of, if he’s 

confident of presenting, you see, because my fear, not to say I’ve got a 

fear but my fear sometimes is for someone to present something, then 

there comes a question, if each and every question you’ve been asked 

and then you cannot be able to answer, say okay I’m gonna look for .., 

like I’m not sure about this but .., but I think always giving his or her 

own knowledge and that other than that saying I will try and then to 

come back to you, maybe I’m gonna find it, like I will go out then make 

a research what it is, you know that stuff.  At least 90% of your 

presentation you must be able to cover it, not to say everything 

Researcher:  who do you think must, on the teachers must attend this 

programme from the school, parents, one of the parents or something 

and also be a part of it? 
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Participant:  preferably the parents can be like attend, but I know it’s 

gonna be difficult to organise and so I would prefer actually like to meet 

the teachers alone and you present it to the teachers only or even if it’s 

not the teachers only, they have parent members, the parent 

components they can also join as teachers and then the presentation it 

can happen that with that group only, Then from there we can organise 

a parent meeting whereby the whole community is gonna be involved. 

So, to me making the job easy for the presenters because if now we 

have a parent component, we are dealing with the whole parents, this 

place here is full parents, they read the questions but  it doesn’t directly 

like, it doesn’t necessarily need your response.  But if for instance if 

you gonna meet all of us, each and every question you have to 

answer, but in that case we can even share, they can ask the question 

and then I will be able to come up and answer it. 

Researcher:  ja, so you think the participants in the training must be a 

group of people in the same, the same people, but either teachers or 

parents, not teachers and parents if I’m hearing you correctly? 

 

Participant:  like I was saying on the first one, just a small group of 

teachers and a few parents because they will see those ones can join 

us.  And then others that organise a parents meeting whereby even 

these ones are going to preach at the hospital that we’ve got some 

good news from these people, otherwise there’s a meeting that they’ve 

organised, let’s go to one and talk, so we gonna make use of .., divide 

and then make like a smaller group it’s a bit of more weight if someone 

is saying ‘ I got this at a teacher workshop.

Researcher:  okay.  Anything else that you can think of, I want to know 

you said your friend disclosed to you, but very often people don’t 

disclose, why don’t they disclose? 
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Participant:  like, in the first place I didn’t know.  It’s only now that I was 

able .., like myself and as friends, there were few things man that we 

don’t tell each other, but I, it’s like I used to hear people would say it’s 

better– not knowing that if someone next to me can have it and all that 

stuff.  But we were just now talking about it, then there were a lot of 

people getting in there, we were busy talking talking and then, like on a 

dream then somewhere somehow,  there’s something I want to tell you 

about my girlfriend and I said what’s wrong, aren’t you gonna go to the 

lady, are you in a cold feet now, problem again.  He said no it’s not a 

problem, they used to fight now and again, every week, every 

weekend, every weekend they fight and fight.  I said no man what is it 

now?  Otherwise most of their problems I used to take all of them, to 

take down and they say no man don’t worry but I couldn’t see by that 

time.  I said this one is joking and really they were not even looking 

sick and then when the doctor they couldn’t see what is it.  He 

obviously didn’t go to the same doctor, and I didn’t even like bother 

myself to ask which doctor did you go to and then, who told you that 

you are HIV positive, which doctor, I didn’t even have to go that far, I 

said go away there’s no such.  He said serious, let’s go, let’s go and 

then we went home. I couldn’t take it, it’s only after I do the thing, he 

said no I’ve accept it  and I admitted it.  But I was busy, I once go there 

like one time, and he is sick, how are you, he said I’ve got chest pains  

at last they say he must be taken for medicine, I mean he’s healthy 

there’s nothing wrong with him. And the thing that he said that has 

already gone in my head but I took everything lightly man, you don’t, I 

wasn’t serious, it’s just to say you put your mind in it. I asked do you 

still remember me, he said mmm, you said you are you see that’s fine 

you didn’t put yourself, you didn’t focus negatively 

 

Researcher:  was it because you thought it was something that’s far 

away? 
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Participant:  ja, the thing now, we’ve got this now, most of us, unlike 

you read now, but it’s only after.  It’s on the other side you know what 

they’re heading for, but you are sure of yourself that I know, I’m doing 

only this thing the one that I won from a cousin, that was the only 

naughty thing that I’ve done in my life, nothing else.  So it can’t happen 

with that one, only one, no it can’t happen.  So the people like us, they 

need to be educated otherwise they don’t know their status, and they 

don’t have that knowledge 

 

Researcher:  but do you think the community, this community 

surrounding the school, are they still in a lot of denial? 

 

Participant:  it’s worse this community here, around, it’s not very 

healthy, because the thing here, like the basic factors that is the 

problem, that is like their basic problems, most of them they are not 

working, unemployment, and a lot of poverty which means they can do 

anything to get something to eat for himself like a parent or for both 

them and for the kids.  Meaning if we can go from door to door here, 

maybe about this community, or 30% of the infected because there are 

some kids that used to report to me that my sister died or their mother 

died but now it seems everyone is sick and then how do you cope at 

all? 

 

Participant:  so if you’re saying that there are many sick people, so 

there’s a lot that needs to be done around this community 

 

Researcher:  and very often the people won’t acknowledge it, they 

won’t come out and say I’m HIV positive? 

 

Participant:  no it will take time 
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Researcher:  they keep it a secret? 

 

Participant:  ja, they keep it a secret 

 

Researcher:  why do they keep it a secret? 

 

Participant:  nobody knows, no one wants to think about it, because if 

you go there everyone is going to say “oh that one is HIV positive”, that 

is the main thing.  It depends who you are, because the people, the 

thing is, they don’t accept it.  It’s worse with these one, they are not 

educated, besides the unemployment and poverty but they are not 

educated.  So you speak of HIV and Aids you have to explain what is 

it, how one can get it, how it cannot all that stuff but the next day that 

thing is gone to most of them so you have to speak it again, it mustn’t 

be a once off thing, it must go on, it must continue, ongoing process. I

even gave them, some of them the brochure, but no one came back as 

to say this book is good and show an appreciation of some sort, no 

one up to now.  But the kids they are showing a positive mind    

because they are so interested.  And they tell me like most of the kids 

in that place that is it not right for the parents to have sex in front of the 

kids, but the parents are drinking so anytime they want, any time is tea 

time, if they want to have it now they take it. Some of them they’ve only 

got one room the kids are exposed to most of the things, so that’s why 

I want for them to know how can they be infected and how they must 

take care of themselves even if their kids are there in it. 

 

Researcher:  which subjects do you teach again?  life orientation and 

..? 

 

Participant:  life skills and natural science and English 
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Researcher:  and the training that you went to, so you only applied 

in the life skills here? 

 

Participant:  ja, only in the life skills of the other Grades because 

not in my Grade of life skills subjects, I don’t do AIDS in life skills 

it’s someone else who’s teaching it.  But I once told the principal, 

he’s a nice man, for me I would feel much better if I was also giving 

AIDS life skills because most of the things that they get now, they 

are just a flesh, the kids need to get more, so for me in a sense I 

would like to take life skills and AIDS as the same subject, make up 

my own subject, out of the two, unlike now I’m dealing with my life 

skills and doing this according to the programme but if it was one 

thing that I was doing, there was no need, there’s no need for 

someone to go look for an advance, but the years, maybe 

sometime somewhere they are going to change it 

 

Researcher:  tell me how long have you being in this school? 

 

Participant:  since 1997 

 

Researcher:  thank you so much for your time.  Thank you so much 

 

Participant:  no problem 
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Field visit 1 - 20 February 2004 
 Interview 4 - Participant 4 

Researcher:  I want to know, we spoke about HIV&AIDS training…  

 

Participant: I know a little bit. 

 

Researcher:  okay, the information you have on AIDS where do you 

get it? 

 

Participant:  it’s through friends you know, it’s through friends when 

we are discussing the issue of HIV and find out what is it that 

maybe you can say that has happened to help and you find that 

people want to help, it depends then maybe some are shy. 

 

Researcher:  okay, so the friends you speak to…  

 

Participant: we talk about this because others doesn’t talk about it 

 

Researcher:  and tell me, if you had to design training, what 

information would you like to be part of the training? 

 

Participant:  well, I think the information that should be part of the 

training is the way in which we can make people to understand that 

you need to know your status, you know some people are very 

scared to know, I think  they must tell other people that they are 

positive status you know, also there are people, for an example 

here working at the hospital,  she told me that, an old mother was 

positive and we were shocked because we don’t, I don’t see my 

mother being HIV positive you know, and say that so even for that 
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grade there is something that, that mother did that is naughty but 

she you don’t know maybe she has been raped, even with other 

ways not only the rape and sex, there are other ways that lady is 

old enough to have grandchildren 

 

Researcher:  Tell me if I’m missing a point.  You saying that if 

people know exactly what is causing AIDS, that it would be easier 

to disclose? 

 

Participant:  yes, because they don’t want to disclose because they 

say it’s because they say it’s because I’m going to be taken as if I 

was going out being naughty but it’s not true. 

Researcher:  Other things you would like in the content of the 

training? 

 

Participant:  other things say like treating the sores and all those 

that are sick and also say you know the diet and all these things, 

sometimes somebody will get an accident with blood so people 

must be told that it’s like that, you must take cloves and you can 

even die today, don’t think that if you are not HIV positive you are 

safe, anyone can die even if she does take care if they can be 

counselled with that thing, and made to understand that death is 

everywhere 

 

Researcher:  and for teachers specific, what do you think because 

the training will be for teachers? 

 

Participant:  you know for teachers because, here for an example, 

we do have learners that have got Aids, some parents have come 

forward, some didn’t, so for teachers I think I want for them to be  
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trained, to take the classes equally, irrespective of you know that 

there’s a child who is positive they must then change now to be 

very kind to that child because maybe that child will take that, and if 

you are shouting you will make the child even more sick. So 

because we don’t know all of them, maybe there’s a child who 

would find others have done that thing we need to treat these 

learners kindly now – you know, because we used to get parent 

dying and all these things. Now they must come and ask the last 

child the one looking sick or the one that is talking to his heart the 

whole day and say with him, “can you call your parents, I want to 

know if there are problems, because even these learners, you can 

even identify that the child is not well 

 

Researcher:  so you can see when a child is not well 

 

Participant:  for an example, there is this boy, I don’t like that child, 

in fact not that I don’t like him, I don’t like the way he is and the 

manner in which his is dirty always, to come to him because even if 

he wants to go and take a walk and say your son is a nice boy and 

change the mother thinking to take better care of him it is then that 

the mother will start to talk, I think so. 

Researcher:  so you want the teacher to teach all the learners 

equally and treat them with a kind heart? 

 

Participant: yes that will be good.  All the teachers, and also I don’t 

know, some teachers make a big mistake, by if she/he has 

identified that child, take that child with special treatment, now that 

child also gets embarrassed, you must not show them.  As a result 

we were talking about it at school that they are treated equally, but 

it would be very nice for the department to develop another  
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program but also if we can start our own, so that they’ve got good 

nutrition, not the teachers who take their lunches and give them 

lunch 

 

Researcher: so teachers give learners their lunches 

 

Participant:  I believe it’s being like that if there’s nothing that you 

can assist with, because it’s going to be helping that child if it’s 

taken 

 

Researcher:  okay, the knowledge you have on Aids do you 

incorporate that in your class? 

 

Participant:  yes because it interprets in communication and culture, 

I mean arts and culture because sometimes you will come across a 

lesson where I’m going to talk about our culture, how we got 

married in our culture and how other people married, the way we 

were compared to the Ndebele so with that you can speak about 

having one partner and avoid becoming infected. So even in arts 

and culture you do interface with it, as we want, in our culture you 

were just taken by that husband of yours, whether you know him or 

not as long as the family communicated and then said we like your 

daughter and then you are just sent to that husband, you don’t 

know how he is now, it’s not wise now to go to a man whom you 

don’t know because he could be positive and have naughty habits 

so those are things that we talk about in class.  

 

Researcher:  which class do you teach? 

 

Participant:  grade 7 
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Researcher:  this AIDS programme or training, what format do you 

think it must be, do you think it must be a discussion group or 

workshop, how would you like it to be presented ? 

 

Participant:  I think it needs both because we lacking information, 

what you may just know is that AIDS knowledge and also at the 

same time it needs a discussion of that but it’s because some 

teachers have ideas that can help others, you need to talk like this, 

so to get information even from teachers, teachers know better than 

I know.  Some are having some information maybe as we are 

going, there are things that they can give, but it needs also the 

knowledge and how to deal with it in a form of a workshop and in 

the form of a discussion 

 

Researcher: and who do you think must present the training in 

future, the training that I will present first is a workshop,  but who 

would you like to see presenting it in future? 

 

Participant:  qualified people, those that are very much qualified 

because when you want to know something you want people who 

are going to tell us exactly what is happening, not myself, I cannot, 

as long as you do a workshop because there are sessions that I’m 

able to offer 

 

Researcher:  and if you receive the training, say you receive the 

training, say we plan to do the training in April or May and to give 

you a workshop of AIDS do you think you may be able to give 

information to the other teachers? 

 

Participant:  this is being done, for an example now, I go to a 

workshop representing teachers on my way back I have to come  
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and tell what I heard about it, as well as with the teachers centre 

training there, people that are there trained first and workshopped 

and then we come to facilitate, it is like that.  So there’s no problem 

for me, if I’m workshopped to go back and workshop, as long as I 

have information and every pamphlets, it is not, I cannot say 

because you are in Pretoria you must train me, at the same time 

although I’m here at in P.E.  I cannot workshop these people that I 

think will have to come again, if you have just taken that book, then 

you tell them what to do, that group can workshop others 

 

Researcher:  and who do you think should be trained, all the 

teachers, only some, what do you think, if ..(unclear) gives the 

programme? 

 

Participant:  I think everybody must be trained, ..(unclear) and 

..(unclear) then they just reported also ..(unclear) but everybody 

needs to be trained because, for an example now, there is this 

people are going to go out, some are going to get in, so that 

information that you have can be easy to assist you and what we 

want is everybody to expand, they should go and then tell others, 

not only at the school. 

 

Researcher:  Is there certain people outside the community who 

would be able to come and talk to you? 

 

Participant:  it’s because we ..(unclear) it’s not easy to call 

someone outside because what we usually do, when you come 

across that person and then you just talk and talk, especially that 

maybe you had heard that he is having AIDS, even if he didn’t tell 

you, just to talk and ..(unclear) that’s where they are going to say 

that there’s something that I want to tell you, that is how now  
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..(unclear) it can assist.  But there are sometimes here, we hear sometimes the 

community calling people and saying there are people who are going to come for 

their project for HIV and AIDS, even those that are affected, those that have 

AIDS and accepted it, to come and say here I am, I’m HIV positive and we will 

really cherish and appreciate that thing. 

 

Researcher:  like a community support thing? 

 

Participant: you know some, even one, even one who to come and say, if one 

can come I’m going to tell the community that I’m HIV positive , but for us as 

teachers it’s not easy to call the community unless you are belonging to a certain 

group outside or community project.  But we usually call parents, to come to the 

school to say I’m back at work, we have been to training then they are going to 

tell the learners about this and this and this because some work there, maybe 

parents who would like their kids to be told, so we usually call the parents and 

say our learners are going to be told– so I can say therefore, for doing that, also 

parents get something out of the discussions. 

 

Researcher:  ..(unclear) shared with the rest of the teachers,.. 

 

Participant:  I think it is enough, you know to hear a thing from the horse’s mouth 

it’s much better than hearing from others, why I’m saying yes, I think every 

teacher need to be trained by you and then our teachers, can do training in the 

community 

 

Participant:  it’s too short for a person who’s been gone for a week, that is why 

we saying it’s not enough, maybe there are activities that are done as well as in 

groups 
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Researcher:  so would you like the programme to have activities in groups as 

well 

 

Participant:  yes 

 

Researcher:  okay, thank you so much for your time and efforts. I will ask XXX to 

let you know when we will be back to do the workshop. 

 

Participant:  yes, that will be good. 
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Field visit 2 - 8 June 2004 
Focus group discussion 

Researcher: I don’t know who has been able to go through this (booklet) but 

you might have noticed that........ any page look at the nutrition. 

 

Participant 1: I like this page. 

 

Researcher: why 

 

Participant 1 : you know when you are  ..uhm.. uhm.. looking after a person 

and you are washing the linen. This tells you what to do. what can you do 

you know about the washing. 

 

Researcher: you know what I have put it in the book…. If somebody soils the 

linen, you must wash the linen with bleach. 1:10 concentrate with bleach, to 

get everything out. And it is very important that you must wear gloves. I think 

with her (Tilda), she is also going to work with action plans, maybe that you 

must get gloves for the school.  When you are caring for somebody with 

AIDS it is very important that you should be wearing gloves. 

 

Participant 1: we have gotten some for the AIDS.  

 

Researcher: that is wonderful. Now I would like to talk about what you have 

said to me about diet. If you look at this page it says exactly the same. 
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Researcher: it says exactly the same as what you have 

said, and I have done this before you have said this to me. 

 

Participant 3: okay, okay. (all in agreement) 

 

Researcher: so I what to know, from Thursday up until 

now…. How do you feel about having to cope with AIDS? 

Do you feel the workshop has…… 

 

Participant 3: open, open it opened us 

 

Researcher: do you feel that the workshop has given you 

opens to talk about HIV, has it given you confidence? 

 

Participant 1: it has give us confidence, before we where 

not sure if we are doing the right thing. Now we have 

shared a lot of information. Now we know we were on the 

right track. 

 

Researcher: you where on the right track… (agreement) 

what you didn’t know Thursday, Sunday, you know you 

were on the right track. 

 

Participant 1: yes, yes. 

 

Researcher: XXX how do you feel about it? 

 

Participant 5: I feel very,….very confident. Because what I 

know is what you know. What you know is what I know 

and then I add more on what I have on what you have. 
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Researcher: a very important thing you just mentioned. 

This is the universal one. Everybody around the world with 

AIDS, those problems are the universal ones. But this 

community has got special gifts and if has special needs. 

And you have added that something special, you have 

added that to this. (booklet) 

 

Participant 5: thank you too. 

 

Researcher: XXX ? 

 

Participant 6: okay. Something that I like most is.. 

Because I like to be involved in helping the community and 

other people. As a result by you coming here, I have been 

involved in many things and I have been exposed to many 

situations. Some of the situations I was able to help. I

thank you that. Because If I haven’t met you I should have 

not been as far as I am by knowing what HIV and AIDS is. 

I have also heard in our church even here at school. A lot 

of people how have gained something form me. Whilst I 

gain something from you. So I met somebody how is 

taking the help with me myself.  (cellphone rang) 

 

Researcher: how do you feel from Thursday up to now? 

 

Participant 6: form Thursday up to now  I feel very much 

confident. More confident. I know what I am doing is right. 

I can stand up and say to the parents this is right, this is 

not right (uhm, uhm.. in agreement in background). So I 

am totally confident. 
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Researcher: XXX  what have you gained form Thursday? 

 

Participant 7: form this workshop? 

 

Researcher: the ones that I presented. In other words the 

one on Thursday and the one today? I also what you to 

think back on what you expectations where? You heard I 

was going to do a workshop. Try to bring in you 

expectations, do you feel you gained or do you feel you 

have not gained anything? 

 

Participant 7: you know that soon we are going to sing the 

same song. (uhm, uhm.. in agreement in background) 

otherwise you know. What I was thinking was the question 

of HIV and AIDS that was also for social workers and 

nurses not for us as teachers, but since you came here 

you have given us the assurance that we are also social 

workers and we are also nurses, because we are dealing 

with kids. 

 

Researcher : you pastoral role 

 

Participant 7: now we are not afraid, to assist anyone who 

come and disclose. We are not afraid really. We do know 

what to say and what to tell that person. So..for you 

coming here, as I have said the other day it is very much 

fortunate for us to have some people like you. We are 

confident 
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Researcher: and do you remember the interview we had in 

you office, (ye..ye) on what you expected from training. Do 

you feel that what you expected you got? 

 

Participant 7: I think there is no point in even for 

workshops because we said; we need to have workshops 

as a staff, but we can, we can conduct workshops. 

Especial that now you have given this documentation 

everything is here. I have paged through here and it is 

really what we know as Mrs XXX said. And everything you 

are telling us is here and everything we said is here. We 

are confident. We are confident of saying it. 

 

Researcher: so this gives you like the safely blanket ( yes 

…yes.. in background) because I gave it earlier on you 

said, we are not sure what to tell the parents. Now you tell 

them because you know you have the backup. 

 

Participant 1: yes we do have it, and we know now where 

to refer to. Because if we sometimes have a problem, we 

are free to phone you and ask you: what can we do.  

 

Researcher: and the thing (poster) you made over there. 

 

Participant 1: yes that thing it just accommodates 

everything. 

 

Researcher: XXX what do think I didn’t have the interview 

with you, I only had it with a few teachers. but as I said this 

a few of the things that came out. Do you feel that you got
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what you thought you were going to get. 

 

Participant 8: firstly when we sit here and we are being 

told that there are people coming from Pretoria. To come 

and conduct a workshop I was so curious. It is just that, 

then I really was thinking what is it that we are going to do 

because, what is it exactly because I was in a mind that 

you people are going to tell us. But I found it out that we 

are actively involved. (Uhm…uhm ..agreement I 

background). It is our thing it is you people together with 

us. And as from Thursday up to now, it has changed. It 

has made me and I can say us, stand firm on our feet and 

be sure. Because we are 10 we have 2 people that only 

trained by the department. If we can stand there and 

conduct a workshop, they will be sorry for going there 

instead of coming here. Because we also… when I look at 

this document, by just paging through there are also 

HIV&AIDS related symptoms, it can be also easy for you 

to treat those.  Even the preventions and things, even so it 

is a long lasting skill. 

 

Researcher: it is something you can… it’s not only with 

AIDS. If a person any person has diarrhoea they don’t 

have to be HIV then you can still treat them. (Ja, ja it also 

helps) , so you feel… 

 

Participant 8: it is something universal. Ja, I feel strong 

and confident. I can stand on my feet. 
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Researcher: do you honestly think that I came and I told 

you something you don’t know? 

 

Participant 8: you added, there where things that I didn’t 

know but I know now you have added something by letting 

us talk about it. What you have done is just like a stamp 

on an envelope, to let it go. 

 

Researcher: so you feel confident now.  

 

Participant 8: yes you have added a little bit here and 

there. 

 

Participant 2: you feel you know everything and you can 

do it, the confidence 

Researcher: XXX what do you think, from Thursday up to 

now, since before we came? 

 

Participant 1: okay, before you came, we were not sure, 

sure what we must do and what we must not do. But now 

since you have came, we have found out that, there are 

many things that we know but we didn’t know that we 

know them then. But now we are sure that we know them. 

You see most of the things that you know, they are clear 

now to us. Another thing is that you know this workshop 

gives us motivation to open even to ourselves of the 

HIV/AIDS you see. (uhm..uhm in the background) 
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Participant 3: everybody here is saying exactly what we 

are going to say. But before you came really we didn’t 

know that we know so much. I am very happy. I once 

asked mrs…. What are you doing here, this that they are 

doing, coming for us? She said that you are going to 

workshop us. Surely everything should come from you and 

then we are capacitated. I expected that is what you are 

here for, but up to now we know a lot and we can do 

everything possible.  

(Laughter and agreement in background) 

 

Participant 3: there are cases that we will be able to face 

alone. We know what to do and we know what to say. We 

are really confident of everything. 

 

Participants (talking together): we are capacitated 

(unclear) what came from the group. But now we are free. 

(Talk about language issue –their second languages ours 

too) If you start with a pen and paper and you are 

correcting… (Laughter)…. 

 

Researcher: and XXX what do you think, what do you feel, 

what have you gained. 

 

Participant 3: from what has been done from Thursday 

afternoon. I think I have learned a lot. There was this (klink 

soos absentness) not being sure if I am right or not. Now I 

am sure what to say what to ask or what to do when the 

thing comes. 
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Researcher: you  have mentioned something very 

important. I have listened to the tape of Thursday. And I 

mentioned the expectations I have picked up from the 

previous session and everything. And I said lets 

brainstorm on this or that and there where 4 seconds of 

quietness where nobody said anything because you 

thought that I was going to come and tell you everything 

(uhm, Uhm, agreement) and you came and you spoke. 

 

Participant 7: you have mentioned 9 different roles of a 

teacher but you just  mentioned one. I think I have… the 

pastoral role. But what are the others? 

 

Researcher: I will get that document for you 

 

Researcher: we just wanted to link the pastoral role to the 

moral support you give people. It is something you need to 

do, you have to do it. 

 

Participant 5: you know what we are going to help other 

teachers. because you see, we know a lot, we know a lot. 

And today we know that we know a lot. And we are going 

to tell others. 

 

Researcher: that is what we are going to work on with 

Tilda. On Monday and Tuesday, what are you going to do 

from here? Now you have all the self-confidence and 

knowledge and now we are going to ask ourselves what 

now. How can you now go into the community and spread 

this good work. That is what Tilda is going to do tomorrow 

and Tuesday. We are going to put some action plans on  
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the floor and then in two months time we are going to 

come and see if you are doing the plans.  

 

Participant 5: and just the way you conduct the workshop, 

you make us feel free, you know. You workshop is not that 

much, it is not that much, it is not heavy we are free 

 

Researcher: can we talk about that. About the format of 

the workshop. **** said she liked the format of the 

workshop. What to the others of you feel? Do you think we 

should have done something differently? 

 

Participant 5: no, no, no, you will spoil the whole thing. 

 

Researcher: don’t you think there is something, say..cause 

I am going to write up what I did here and I am going to 

write that you gave me positive feedback 

(Uhm…uhm..agreement) but what was bad, what must we 

do different the next time we do it. 

 

Participant 6: sorry  the thing that you taught badly  was 

the thing that it helped us to be good. Because when you 

came here like …….said we thought that we are going to 

be passive. But it didn’t happen like that. The thing you 

taught us is that what you are living the everyday living. 

That is what is with us, so you get something from us and 

that is where you found out that these people know 

everything. So let us make them sure that they are on the 

right track. Now that it is over we see that It is 10% from 

anxiety lessened 
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you and 90% from us because we are living in this 

community and we know everything. We thought that we 

know nothing. So you take something you see, knowing 

that you’ve got treasure. But we didn’t know that we have 

treasure. 

 

Participant 7: another thing that I think was we supported 

you about is the question of organizing from the local 

community. We must send you an e-mail or send you a 

sms for you advice but we didn’t 

 

Researcher: you know what XXX in every group people 

have different roles. And it was XXX ’s role to take the 

lead and organise all the meetings, but you played an 

important role with us as well, every time we had a 

meeting she offered her office. When we needed it she 

just moved out of her office that we can us it. 

 

Participant 5 : you know when you came here I thought 

what the …. (laugh)  

 

Researcher: I saw you were very disappointed not to see 

Liesel, I saw.. 

 

Participant 5: but Ronel you choice is good 

 

Ronel: XXX I am sure you are worried about her (Tilda) 

now! (laughter) But after Wednesday you will also say this 

about her. You know what XXX  I train them they are my 

students, so from little I tell them this and that…… 

Enhanced ownership, 
competencies affirmed 
 

Id themselves as assets  
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